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THE VALUE RING OF GEOMETRIC MOTIVIC INTEGRATION, AND
THE IWAHORI HECKE ALGEBRA OF SL2
EHUD HRUSHOVSKI, DAVID KAZHDAN
(with an appendix by Nir Avni)
1. Introduction
In [1], an integration theory for valued fields was developed with a Grothendieck group
approach. Two types of categories were studied. The first was of semi-algebraic sets over a
valued field, with all semi-algebraic morphisms. The Grothendieck ring of this category was
shown to admit two natural homomorphisms, esssentially into the Grothendieck ring of varieties
over the residue field. These can be viewed as generalized Euler characteristics. The objects
of the second category are semi-algebraic sets with volume forms; the morphisms are semi-
algebraic bijections preserving the absolute value of the volume form. (Some finer variants were
also studied.) The Grothendieck ring of bounded objects in this category can be viewed as a
universal integration theory.
Even before the restriction to bounded sets, an isomorphism was shown between the semiring
of semi-algebraic sets with measure preserving morphisms, and certain semirings formed out
twisted varieties over the residue field, and rational polytopes over the value group. Though
this description is very precise, the target remains complicated. With a view to representation-
theoretic applications, we require a simpler description of the possible values of the integration,
and in particular natural homomorphisms into fields. In the present paper we obtain such
results after tensoring with Q, in particular introducing additive inverses. Since this operation
trivializes the full semiring, we restrict to bounded sets. We show that the resulting Q-algebra is
generated by its one-dimensional part. In the “geometric” case, i.e. working over an elementary
submodel as a base, we determine the structure precisely. As a corollary we obtain useful
canonical homomorphisms in the general case.
Let F be a valued field of residue characteristic 0. Let V be an F -variety. A semialgebraic
subset of V is a Boolean combination of subvarieties and of sets defined by valuation inequalities
{x ∈ U : valf(x) ≤ valg(x)}, where U is a relatively closed F -subvariety of V , and f, g are
regular functions on U . (It is possible to think of the F a-points defined by these equalities, but
better to think of K-points where K is an undetermined valued field extension of F .)
Let VolF be the category of semi-algebraic sets with bounded semi-algebraic volume forms;
see 3.21 for a precise definition. The Jacobian of any semi-algebraic map between such
objects can then be defined, outside a lower dimensional variety; morphisms are semi-algebraic
bijections whose Jacobian has valuation zero (outside a lower dimensional variety.) The
Grothendieck ring K(VolF ) of this category can be viewed as a universal integration theory for
semialgebraic sets and volume forms over F . This ring is graded by dimension, but one can
form out of it a ring Kdf (VolF ) of “pure numbers”, ratios of integrals of equal dimension (see
§1.1). We state there a version of Theorem 3.24 in the case of a higher dimensional local field.
Let VarF be the category of algebraic varieties over the residue field of F . K
df
Q (VarF) is the
dimension-free Grothendieck ring with rational coefficients this category. There exists a natural
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homomorphism LV arF : K
df
Q (VarF)→ K
df(VolF ), induced by taking the full pullback of a variety
V ⊆ An(F) to the valuation ring, with the standard form dx1 . . . dxn.
Assume F has value group generated by n elements γ1, . . . , γn. Extend L
V ar
F to a homomor-
phism
LF : K
df
Q (VarF)[t1, . . . , tn, q1, . . . , qn]→ K
df(VolF )
by mapping qi to the ratio of the annulus of valuative radius γi to the unit annulus U0; and ti
to the logarithmic quantity LF (ti) = [({x : 0 ≤ val(x) < γi}), dx/x)]/[(U0, dx)].
Localizations by certain elements will be needed. They are explained in the text before the
statement of Theorem 3.24. Here we will just denote them with a subscript loc. We denote by
LF the homomorphism induced on localizations also.
Theorem 1.1. Assume F has value group Zn. Let F denote the residue field of F .
There exists a canonical homomorphism
IF : K
df (VolF )loc → K
df
Q (VarF)[t1, . . . , tn, q1, . . . , qn]loc
with IFJF = Id.
The ring KdfQ (VarF) is a subring of the usual Grothendieck ring KQ(Var) of varieties over
F , localized at [Gm]; we have K
df
Q (VarF)
∼= {a/[Gm]k : k ∈ N, a ∈ KQ(Var), dim(a) ≤ k}. it
includes an element L = 1 + [pt][Gm] , corresponding on the left to the ratio of the volume of a
closed and an open ball of the same radius. On the other hand, qi corresponds to the ratio of
the ball val(x) > val(ti), to the unit ball val(x) > 0.
The quantities L, q1, . . . , qn are Q-algebraically independent. This contrasts with the p-adic
integration theories, and those of Denef, Denef-Loeser, Cluckers-Loeser, where one has (n = 1
and) L−1 = q1. The reason for the additional degree of freedom is that we chose the “geometric”
realization of the universal integral. It can already be seen via the the following functoriality
in ramified extensions:
If F ≤ F ′ is a finite ramified field extension, whose value group is generated (for simplicity)
by γ1/m1, . . . , γn/mn, then we have:
IF ′ : K
df (VolF ′)loc → K
df
Q (VarF′)loc[t
′
1, , . . . , t
′
n, q
′
1, . . . , q
′
n]loc
With mit
′
i = ti and (q
′
i)
mi = qi. At the limit over all ramified extensions, or just a family
whose value groups approach Qn, the homomorphisms IF ′ become an isomorphism. In fact the
fundamental case here is really the case of divisible value group.
Viewed as an integral, IF satisfies Fubini and the usual change of variable formula, with
respect to arbitrary semi-algebraic maps. It is also additive with respect to definable maps into
the value group or residue field.
In the case of value group Zn described above, the theorem should be compared to earlier
integration theories of Fesenko and Parshin ; see [3].
The above statements are all special cases of the results in [1], with improvement only in
the description of the target ring. This depends on a closer study of the Grothendieck ring
of bounded piecewise linear polytopes. We express in closed form the motivic volume of any
bounded polytope over an ordered Abelian group, in terms of quantities ι(b) referring to the
length of a one-dimensional segment [0, b), and Boolean quantities e(b) that can be viewed as
referring to the existence or not of b as a rational point. Note that 1m ι(x) 6= ι(
x
m ) in general.
The formulas specialize (in their graded version) to standard integration formulas, and on the
other hand formulas giving the number of integer points in bounded polytopes. But since they
must also be valid in groups such as Zn, nothing can be assumed about the index of arithmetic
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sequences. Nevertheless when sufficient care is taken with arithmetic issues, it turns out that
the formulas can be proved using integration by parts.
In [1], a parallel theory without volume forms, and without ignoring lower dimensional
sets, was also developed. On the one hand, a universal invariant was found, with values in a
Grothendieck ring formed out of K(VarF) and K(Γ). (Theorem 1.1) On the other hand, two
homomorphisms were found, essentially into K(VarF); they were deduced from the universal
invariant and two “Euler characteristic” homomorphisms K(Γ) → Z, found earlier by [6] and
[4]. (Theorem 10.5) However, no universality property was shown for the latter. The two
Euler characteristics are known to be universal with respect to GLn(Q) transformations, but
it is GLn(Z) transformations that are relevant here; since it is these (along with translations
by values of rational points) that lift to the valued field. Theorem 3.13 fills this gap in the
rational coefficient case, by showing that even with respect to integral transformations alone,
Kdf (Γ) ∼= Q2.
In the appendix we define the Iwahori Hecke algebra of SL2 over an algebraically closed
valued field. Iwahori Hecke algebras are usually defined for (quasi-)split algebraic groups over
non archimedian local fields as convolution algebras with respect to the Haar measure. Here,
instead, we use motivic integration. We give an analogue of the Bernstein presentation for the
algebra and find its center. In [5], a construction of the Iwahori Hecke algebra of SL2 over a
two dimensional local field is given. We think this construction is unrelated to ours.
Acknowledgment The authors were partially supported by ISF grants # 244/03 and
1461/05.
2. The Grothendieck ring of bounded polytopes over an ordered Abelian group
2.1. The dimension-free part of a graded ring. While we are ultimately interested in
Q-algebras, in the interest of simpler proofs we will also use semirings for the basic lemmas. El-
ements of the Grothendieck semiring are represented by definable sets, and equality corresponds
to definable bijections. For the corresponding ring representing an element [X ]− [Y ] requires
two definable sets, and equality [X ] − [Y ] = [X ′] − [Y ′] invokes a third definable set Z and
an isomorphism X
.
∪Y ′
.
∪Z → X ′
.
∪Y
.
∪Z. Thus a canonical isomorphism between semirings,
when available, is not only stronger but easier to prove than the isomorphism of rings it implies.
All semigroups in this paper will be commutative, with addition denoted by +, and a dis-
tinguished element 0 (perhaps the term commutative monoid is more standard.)
Given a graded semiring R = ⊕n≥0Rn, and an element a1 ∈ R1, R[a1−1] is naturally Z-
graded; let Rdfa1 = R[a1
−1]0 be the zero’th homogeneous component. When a1 is fixed we will
just write Rdf . We think of the elements of Rdf as ratios or pure numbers, whereas the elements
of R may have “units”.
As a semigroup, Rdfa can also be described as the direct limit of the semigroups Rd under
the maps Rd → Rd+1 given by x 7→ a1x. In some cases that will be encountered, e.g. when Rd
is the Grothendieck group of varieties of dimension ≤ d, Rdf can be thought of as a stabilized
version of the Grothendieck group of varieties (of all dimensions at once.)
Define a semiring homomorphism f : R → R[a−1]0 by f(r) =
r
a1n
for r ∈ Rn. R[a1−1]0 has
the universal property for semiring homomorphisms g : R→ S such that g(a1) = 1.
The Laurent polynomial semiring Rdf [t, t−1] is isomorphic, as a Z- graded semiring, to the
localization R[a1
−1] (with t 7→ a1.)
If fi : A→ Bi is a semiring homomorphism, B1⊗AB2 is defined to be the universal semiring
B with maps gi : Bi → B such that g1f1 = g2f2. If A,B,Bi are the ring canonically obtained
from A,B,Bi by introducing additive inverses, one verifies immediately that the natural map
B→ (B1⊗AB2) is an isomorphism.
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Lemma 2.1. Let φ : R1⊗R2 → R3 be a surjective homomorphism of graded semirings with
φ(e1⊗1) = φ(1⊗e2) = e3, with kernel ∼. Let Si = Ri[ei−1]0.
If ∼ is generated by the single relation 1⊗e2 ∼ e1⊗1, then φ induces an isomorphism
S1⊗S2 → S3.
More generally, if ∼ is generated by 1⊗e2 = e1⊗1 and 1⊗f2 = f1⊗1, with ei, fi ∈ Ri[1], then
φ induces a surjective homomorphism S1⊗S2 → S3, with kernel generated by
f2
e2
⊗1 ∼ 1⊗f1e1 .
Proof. We pass to the localizations, and obtain a homomorphism of Laurent polynomial semir-
ings
S1[t1, t1
−1]⊗S2[t2, t2
−1])→ S3[t3, t3
−1]
restricting to a homomorphism S1⊗S2 → S3, with kernel generated by 1⊗t2 ∼ t1⊗1 and
(in the second case) an additional relation, that may be written t2
f2
e2
⊗1 ∼ 1⊗f1e1 t1 But
S1[t1, t1
−1]⊗S2[t2, t2−1]/(1⊗t2 = t1⊗1) = (S1⊗S2)(t, t−1). We thus have a surjective
homomorphism (S1⊗S2)[t, t
−1]) → S3[t, t
−1] with kernel generated by ( f2e2⊗1)t ∼ (1⊗
f1
e1
)t, or
equivalently by f2e2⊗1 ∼ 1⊗
f1
e1
1. Restricting to S1⊗S2 we find a homomorphism into S3; it is
easy to see that it must be surjective, with kernel generated by the same relation. 
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a graded ring, a1 ∈ R1, Rdf = Rdfa1 . Let b ∈ R1, I = Rb, R = R/I,
a1 = a1/I ∈ R. Let Idf = Rdf
b
a1
. Then Rdf/Idf ∼= Rdf .
Proof. The homomorphism R → R/I extends to a homomorphism h : R[a1−1] → R[a1−1] of
Z-graded rings. h is surjective on every homogeneous component. In particular h restricts to
a surjective ring homomorphism h0 : R[a1
−1]0 → R[a1−1]0. Any element of R[a1−1]0 can be
written as ran
1
for some r ∈ Rn. If h0(
r
an
1
) = 0 then h(r)am1 = 0 for some m ≥ 0. So h(ra
m
1 ) = 0,
i.e. ram1 = bs for some s. Since r, a1, b are homogeneous of repsective degrees n, 1, 1, we can take
s to be homogeneous of degree n+m− 1. But then in R[a1−1]0 we have
r
an
1
= ba1
s
an+m−1
1
∈ Idf .
This shows that ker(h0) = I
df , proving the lemma. 
We also have:
Lemma 2.3. Let R,S be graded semirings, e ∈ R1, e′ ∈ S1, and let f : R → S be an injective
homomorphism, f(e) = e′. If for any r′ ∈ S, for some n, r′(e′)n ∈ f(R), then f induces an
isomorphism Rdfe → S
df
e′ .
Proof. Clear. 
2.2. Two categories of bounded definable subsets of Γn. Throughout the text, A denotes
an ordered Abelian group, seen as a base subset of a model of the theory DOAG of divisible
ordered Abelian groups.
Definition 2.4. (1) An object of ΓA[n] is a subset of Γ
n defined by linear equalities and
inequalities with Z-coefficients and parameters in A. When A is fixed, we write Γ[n] = ΓA[n].
Given X,Y ∈ ObΓ[n], f ∈ Mor Γ(X,Y ) iff f is a bijection, and there exists a partition X =
∪ni=1Xi, Mi ∈ GLn(Z), ai ∈ A
n, such that for x ∈ Xi,
f(x) =Mix+ ai
(2) ΓbddA [∗] is the full subcategory of Γ[∗] consisting of bounded sets, i.e. an element of
ObΓbddA [n] is a definable subset of [−γ, γ]
n for some γ ∈ Γ.
(3) ObvolΓA[n] = ObΓA[n] Given X,Y ∈ ObvolΓA[n], f ∈ Mor volΓA[n](X,Y ) iff f ∈
Mor Γ[n] and for any x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X, if y = (y1, . . . , yn) = f(x) then
∑n
i=1 xi =
∑n
i=1 yi.
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(4) volΓbddA [n] = ObΓ
bdd
A [n] is the full subcategory of volΓ[n] with objects X ⊆ [γ,∞)
n for
some γ ∈ Γ. (Such objects will be called semi-bounded.)
(5) volΓA[∗] is the direct sum of the categories volΓ[n] over n ≥ 0; similarly for the other
categories.
K+[Γ
bdd
A ][n] denotes the Grothendieck semigroup of Γ
bdd
A [n]. By definition, it is the free
semigroup generated by the objects of ΓbddA [n], subject to the relations: [X1]+ [X2] = [Z] when
there exists a partition Z = Z1
.
∪Z2 of Z, Zi ∈ ΓbddA [n], with Xi, Zi isomorphic in Γ
bdd
A [n].
The zero object is defined to be the class of ∅. It is easy to see (using boundedness) that for
n ≥ 1, K+ΓbddA [n] has finite direct sums (represented by disjoint unions). Hence any element of
K+Γ
bdd
A [n] is represented by an object of Γ
bdd
A [n].
The semigroup K+Γ
bdd
A [0] is N; in this case only 0 and 1 are represented by an object of
ΓbddA [0].
K+Γ
bdd
A is the graded semiring ⊕n∈NK+Γ
bdd
A [n]. Here K+Γ
bdd
A [0] = N. KΓ
bdd
A is the corre-
sponding ring. Similar notation is used for the measured categories.
Observe that a disjoint union of volΓ[n] isomorphisms is again a volΓ isomorphism, provided
that it is a Γ[n] isomorphism.
Here we will be interested in dimension-free quantities, i.e. ratios of elements of Γ[n] for each
n, taking their direct limit over n. We will normalize K+[Γ
bdd
A ] using the element [0]1. Let
K+0(Γ
bdd
A ) = (K+[Γ
bdd
A ][[0]1
−1])0
Let Kdf(ΓbddA ) be the corresponding ring, and
KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) = Q⊗K
df (ΓbddA )
Remark 2.5. We defined the dimension free ring using a dehomgenizing element a = [0]1,
but could define a variant K+
df(b) using b = [X ]1, for any nonempty definable X ⊆ Γ. The
choice a = [0]1 has the following universality property: K+
df(b)(ΓbddA ) embeds into a localization
K+
df (ΓbddA )[(
[X]
[0]1
)−1] of K+
df (ΓbddA ),
c
bn 7→
c
an (
b
a )
−n. This requires a lemma: if [Y × {0}m] =
[Y ′ × {0}m] then [Y ×Xm] = [Y ′ ×Xm].
For a ∈ Q⊗A, let e(a) = [a]1/[0]1. We have [a]1[0]1 = [(a, 0)]2 = [(a, a)]2 = [a]21, using the
GL2(Z) map (x, y) 7→ (x + y, y). Hence e(a) is idempotent. For a ∈ A, we have e(a) = 1. We
also have an element ι(a) = [0, a)1/[0]1, in K
df (ΓbddA ). (Here [0, a) is the closed-open interval,
for a > 0; if a < 0 we let ι(a) = −ι(−a), and ι(0) = o.) We will sometimes write [a, b) to denote
the class ι(b) − ι(a). If φ(x1, . . . , xn) is a formula, we will sometimes write [φ] for the class of
{(x1, . . . , xn) : φ(x1, . . . , xn)}.
We define the dimension-free Grothendieck ring as in the unmeasured case:
Kdf+ (volΓ
bdd
A ) = (K+[volΓ
bdd
A ][∗][[0]1
−1])0
Let Kdf (volΓbddA ) be the corresponding ring, and
KdfQ (volΓ
bdd
A ) = Q⊗K
df (volΓbddA )
It turns out that the measured ring can be constructed from the unmeasured one; we thus
begin by studying the latter.
2.3. Definable functions. Recall the semigroup of functions Fn(Γ,K+(Γ
bdd
A )). An element
of this semiring is represented by a definable set F ⊆ Γ×Γm, such that F (x) = {y : (a, y) ∈ F}
is bounded for any x. F represents a function in the following sense: given any ordered Abelian
group extension A(t) of A, generated over A by a single element t, we obtain an element [F (t)]
of K+(Γ
bdd
A(t)).
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Similarly we define Fn(Γ,K+0(Γ
bdd
A )). An element is again represented by a definable set
F ⊆ Γ × Γm, such that F (x) = {y : (a, y) ∈ F} is bounded for any x. Two such sets F, F ′
represent the same function if for any A′ extending A and b ∈ A′, [F (b)]/[0]m1 = [F
′(b)]/[0]m1 as
elements of Kdf (ΓbddA′ ), i.e. if [F (b)]m+m′ = [F
′(b)]m+m′ for some m
′. Note that e(t) represents
the function 1 in this formalism, since [b]1 = [0]1 in K
df (ΓbddA′ ), using the translation x 7→ x− b.
Hence F (t), e(t)F (t) represent the same function. Since all A′ are at issue, we may take
A′ = A(b). Addition is defined pointwise on representatives. There is more than one option for
multiplication; at present we will use pointwise multiplication, yielding a semiring. The ring of
functions Fn(Γ,Kdf (ΓbddA(t)) = Z⊗Fn(Γ,K+0(Γ
bdd
A )) is the ring of formal differences; an element
[F1] − [F2] is represented by a pair (F1, F2), with the obvious rules for equivalence, sum and
product.
If F (x) represents an element of Fn(Γ,K+0(Γ
bdd
A )), and h : Γ→ Γ is any definable function,
consider [F ◦ h] ∈ Fn(Γ,K+0(ΓbddA )). If [F ] = [F
′] then [e(h(x))][F ◦ h] = [e(h(x))][F ′ ◦ h]. In
particular, if h(x) = nx + a, with a ∈ A and n ∈ N, then [F ] = [F ′] implies [F ◦ h] = [F ′ ◦ h].
But if h has non-integral coefficients, this need not be the case.
2.4. Integral notation. Let f be a function represented by F . If a < b ∈ Γ, write
∫ b
a f(x)dx
for the class of {(t, y) : a ≤ t < b, (t, y) ∈ F}. Note that
∫ b
a
f(x)dx =
∫ b
a
f(x)e(x)dx.
One can think of the element “dx” as denoting the idempotent e(x).
If a > b, we let
∫ b
a
dt = −
∫ a
b
dt.
If α ∈ Q and c ∈ Q⊗A, we have a term e(αt − c) ∈ Fn(Γ,K(ΓbddA )), mapping b to the
idempotent e(αb − c) of K(ΓbddA(t)).
We also use the notation of indefinite integrals 1. We write:∫
f(x)dx = g(x)
to mean: for any a, b,
∫ b
a f(x)dx = g(b)− g(a).
Thus only g|xy = g(x) − g(y) is defined, not g(x). Nevertheless addition and composition on
the right with a function make sense: (g ◦ h)|xy = g|
h(x)
h(y), (g + g
′)|xy = g|
x
y + (g
′)xy . Moreover,
if f, f ′ represent the same element of Fn(Γ,K(ΓbddA )), then for any hΓ → Γ, (
∫
f(x)dx) ◦ h =
(
∫
f ′(x)dx) ◦ h. In particular,
∫ x
0
f(t)dt induces a well-defined functional Fn(Γ,Kdf (ΓbddA ))→
Fn(Γ,Kdf(ΓbddA )).
2.5. Dimension filtration. The ring Kdf (ΓbddA ), unlike K(Γ
bdd
A ), no longer keeps track of
ambient dimension; but we still have a filtration based on intrinsic dimension:
Fn(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )) = {α[X ]/[0]
−m
1 − β[Y ]/[0]
−m
1 : α, β ∈ Q, X, Y ∈ Γ
bdd
A [m], dim(X), dim(Y ) ≤ n}
Let GrnK
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) = Fn(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ))/Fn−1(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )).
The graded version is not needed at the level of results; but it will simplify the proofs
inasmuch as without it the integration by parts formulas become more complicated.
Lemma 2.6. Let a < b be definable points. There exists a unique linear map
gr
∫ b
a
dt : Fn(Γ, Grn−1K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ))→ GrnK
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ))
1 The useful notational element dx, along with the conventions of indefinite integration, led us to adopt
integral rather than summation notation.
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such that for any bounded, definable X ⊆ Γ×Γn, if dimXt ≤ n− 1, and f(t) is the class of Xt
in Grn−1K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A(t)), then
gr
∫ b
t=a
f(t)dt = [X ]
where [X ] is the class of X in GrnK
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A(t)).
2.6. Integration by parts. Let C be one of the categories: ΓA,Γ
bdd
A , volΓ
bdd
A . Let K be the
Grothendieck ring of C.
The category and the ring K are then N-graded, with a canonical homogeneous element
[0]1 of grade 1, and we can form the dimension free ring K
df . We also have canonical maps
K[n]→ K[n+1], multiplication by [0]1. Integrals over Γ of objects in Γ[n] do not in general exist
in Γ[n], but if the objects come from Γ[n − 1] they do; thus integration over Γ (or a definable
interval in Γ) gives an operator Γ[n− 1]→ Γ[n]. The integral notation extends formally to Kdf .
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let fi ∈ Fn(Γ,K
df ), Fi(x) =
∫ li(x)
0 fi(t)dt, where li is a monotone increasing
definable function Γ→ Γ. Also let Fi(x) = Fi(x) + fi(li(x)).
Lemma 2.7. Let b ∈ Q⊗A. We have equality of classes in K:∏
i
Fi(b) =
n∑
i=1
∫ li(b)
0
fi(t)
∏
j<i
Fj(li
−1(t))
∏
j>i
Fj(li
−1(t))dt
Proof. It suffices to prove the same statement for fi ∈ Fn(Γ,K+), since it is linear in each fi
and hence formally extends to K, and thence to Kdf by division.
For t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Γ
n, let i(t) be an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with li
−1(ti) having the maximal
value. In case there are several such indices, let i(t) be the smallest possible one.
∏
i Fi is the
class of ∑
{f(t1) · . . . · f(tn) : t ∈ X}
where X = {(t1, . . . , tn) : 0 ≤ ti < li(b)}. Let Xi = {(t1, . . . , tn) : i(t) = i}. Then X is the
disjoint union of the Xi, and
Xi = {t : 0 ≤ ti < li(b), lj
−1(tj) < li
−1(ti)(j < i), lj
−1(tj) ≤ li
−1(ti)(j ≤ i)}
The formula follows. 
Now assume in addition that g ∈ Fn(Γ,K(ΓbddA )), G(x) =
∫ x
0 g(x).
Corollary 2.8.∫ b
0
g(t) ·
∏
i
Fi(t)dt = G(b) ·
∏
i
Fi(b)−
n∑
j=1
∫ lj(b)
0
G(lj
−1(t))fj
∏
1≤k<j
Fk(lj
−1)
∏
j<k≤n
Fk(lj
−1)dt
∫ b
0
g(t) ·
∏
i
Fi(t)dt = G(b) ·
∏
i
Fi(b)−
n∑
j=1
∫ lj(b)
0
G(lj
−1(t))fj
∏
1≤k<j
Fk(lj
−1)
∏
j<k≤n
Fk(lj
−1)dt
Proof. Obtained by subtraction from Lemma 2.7 in the case of n+ 1 functions, with G = F0
and l0(x) = x for the first equation, G = Fn+1, ln+1 = x for the second. 
We will often look at highest homogenous terms. The degree will be clear from the context,
so we will write =
gr
for equality in the graded ring. In the graded ring there is no distinction
between Fi, Fi and the formula simplifies to:
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(1)
∫ b
0
g ·
∏
i
Fi(t)dt =
gr
G(b) ·
∏
i
Fi(b)−
n∑
j=1
∫ lj(b)
0
G(lj
−1(t))fj
∏
1≤k 6=j
Fk(lj
−1)dt
The variable limits of integration are needed because of the expression below for ι(αx + c);
it cannot be written as an integral with limits 0, x of a function.
Claim 2.9. Let α = q/p ∈ Q be a reduced fraction. Then
[0, αx+ c) =
∫ qx+pc
0
e(
x
p
)dx

Now in (1) we take, for i ≥ 1:
fi(x) = e(
x
pi
) (1 ≤ pi ∈ N)
li(x) = qix+ pici (ci ∈ Q⊗A, 1 ≤ qi ∈ N).
αi = qi/pi
By Lemma 2.9 we have Fi(x) =
∫ li(x)
0 fi(x) = ι(αix+ ci). Hence (1) gives:∫ b
0
g(t)
n∏
j=1
ι(αjt+ cj)dt =
gr
G(b) ·
n∏
j=1
ι(αjb+ cj)−
n∑
j=1
Hj
where Hj =
∫ lj(b)
0
G(lj
−1(t))e(t/pj)
∏
1≤k 6=j Fk(lj
−1(t))dt. Now the change of variable s =
t/pj gives:
Hj =
∫ αjb+cj
0
G(αj
−1(s− cj))
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(αk(αj
−1(s− cj)) + ck)ds
¿From this we retain:
Lemma 2.10.∫ b
0
g(t)
n∏
j=1
ι(αjt+ cj)dt =
gr
G(b) ·
∏
i
ι(αib+ ci)−
n∑
j=1
∫ bj
0
G(
s− cj
αj
)
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(
αk
αj
s− cjk)ds
where bj = αjb+ cj, cjk = ck − αj
−1αkcj. Note that cjk = ck if cj = 0.
Corollary 2.11.
∫ b
0
ι(t)ndt =
gr
ι(b)n+1
n+1
Proof. Let g(t) = 1, αj = 1, cj = 0. Then G(b) = ι(b), and Lemma 2.10 gives:∫ b
0
ι(t)n =
gr
ι(b)ι(b)ndt− n
∫ b
0
ι(s)ι(s)n−1ds = ι(b)n+1 − nι(s)n
Changing sides, we obtain (n+ 1)
∫ b
0
ι(t)ndt =
gr
ι(b)n+1, whence the corollary. 
We will need a more precise version later. In any Q-algebra, one can define cn(x) :=
(
x
n
)
=
x(x−1)·...·(x−n)
n! . Note:
(2) cn−1(t)(t− (n− 1)) = ncn(t)
Let Cn(x) = cn(ι(x)). Thus C0(x) = 1, C1(x) = ι(x).
Lemma 2.12. For b ∈ Q⊗A,
∫ b
0
Cn(t)dt = Cn+1(b).
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Proof. For n = 0 this is clear; we proceed by induction. By Lemma 2.8 with g(x) = 1,
G(x) = x+ 1, l0(x) = l1(x) = x, f1 = Cn−1, F1 = Cn, we have:∫ b
0
Cn(t)dt =
∫ b
0
1 · Cn(t)dt = ι(b)Cn(b)−
∫ b
0
(1 + t)Cn−1(t)dt
Now (1 + t)Cn−1(t) = (t − (n − 1))Cn−1(t) + nCn−1(t) = nCn(t) + nCn−1(t). Thus using the
induction hypothesis and (2) for n+ 1,
(n+ 1)
∫ b
0
Cn(t)dt = ι(b)Cn(b)− n
∫ b
0
Cn−1(t)dt = ι(b)Cn(b)− nCn(b) = (n+ 1)Cn+1(b)

2.7. Zero-dimensional functions. Consider elements of Fn(Γ,Kdf (ΓbddA )) of the form e(αx+
βa), with α, β ∈ Q, a ∈ A. By definition, two such terms e1, e2 are equal iff for allM |= DOAGA
and c ∈ M , the idempotents e1(c), e2(c) are equal elements of K
df (Γ
bdd
A(c)). According to [1]
Proposition 9.2, this in turn holds iff for all subgroups T of Q⊗A(c) containing A(c), e1(c) ∈ T
iff e2(c) ∈ T ; In other words, iff A(c, e1(c)) = A(c, e2(c)). More generally,
(3)
l∏
i=1
e(αix+ βiai) =
l′∏
i=1
e(α′ix+ β
′
ia
′
i) ∈ Fn(Γ,K
df (ΓbddA ))
iff for any c ∈M |= DOAGA,
A(c, α1c+ β1a1, . . . , αlc+ βlal) = A(c, α
′
1c+ β
′
1a
′
1, . . . , α
′
lc+ β
′
la
′
l)
As an application, note the equalities, for m,m′ relatively prime integers, k ∈ Z, b ∈ A:
(4) e(
kx+ b
m
)e(
kx+ b
m′
) = e(
kx+ b
mm′
)
(5) e(
kx+ b
m
) = e(
m′(kx+ b)
m
)
The term “piecewise” will refer to partitions of Γ into definable points and open intervals,
including all of Γ or half-infinite intervals. By a constant term we mean a piecewise constant
function, whose values on each piece are of the form e( bm ) with m ∈ N, b ∈ A. By a standard
divisibility term we mean a term e(x+bm )e(b), with m ∈ N, b ∈ Q⊗A. The integer m is referred
to as the denominator.
Lemma 2.13. Any term e(αx + βb) ∈ Fn(Γ,Kdf (ΓbddA )) is equivalent to a product of a a
constant term with a standard divisibility term. The denominator of the latter is equal to the
denominator of α as a reduced fraction.
Proof. The term can be written as e(mx + nb)/p, with b ∈ A, m,n, p ∈ Z, p 6= 0. Write
m = m1m2, p = m1m3, with m2,m3 relatively prime. As in (4), we have:
(6) e(x)e(
mx + nb
m1m3
) = e(x)e(
nb
m1
)e(
m2x+ nb/m1
m3
)
Now since m2,m3 are relatively prime, there exists m
′ ≥ 1 with m2m′ = 1 mod m3. In
particular, m′,m3 are relatively prime. As in (5),
(7) e(
nb
m1
)e(
m2x+ nb/m1
m3
) = e(
nb
m1
)e(
m′(m2x+ nb/m1)
m3
) = e(m′nb/m′m1)e(
x+m′nb/m1
m3
)
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This is the product of the constant term e(m′nb/m′m1) with the standard term
e(m′nb/m1)e(
x+m′nb/m1
m3
). Moreover, α = m/(m1m3) = m2/m3 has denominator m3. 
Lemma 2.14. Any finite product of terms e(αx + βb) ∈ Fn(Γ,Kdf (ΓbddA )) equals a product of
one standard divisibility term and a number of constant terms.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.13 and (4) (with k = 1), it suffices to consider products of terms
e(x+bm )e(b) with m a prime power, b ∈ Q⊗A.
If m|m′, we have, using Criterion (3):
(8) e(b)e(b′)e(
x+ b
m
)e(
x + b′
m′
) = e(b)e(b′)e(
x+ b′
m′
)e(
b− b′
m
)
Thus for each prime p, it suffices to consider one term e(x+bpl )e(b), i.e. the highest occuring
power can be used to reduce the others to constant terms. So we need only consider products
of terms e(x+bimi )e(bi) with the mi relatively prime.
Now if m1, . . . ,mk are relatively prime, find integers lj with lj = δij( mod mi) (Where δij
is the Kronecker delta.) Given b1, . . . , bk ∈ A, let b∗ =
∑
libi; then
(9)
k∏
i=1
e(bi)e(
x+ bi
mi
) =
k∏
i=1
e(bi)e(b
∗)e(
x+ b∗∏k
i=1mi
)
This finishes the proof.

Corollary 2.15. Any element of Fn(Γ, F0K
df (ΓbddA )) is equivalent to a Q-linear combination
of products of the form of Lemma 2.14
Proof. F0K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) is generated by the classes of definable points p = (p1, . . . , pn). Each pi
has the form ci/mi with ci ∈ A, and the class [{p}] = e(p1) · . . . · e(pn). Thus any f ∈
Fn(Γ, F0K
df (ΓbddA )) is piecewise of the form of Lemma 2.14; i.e. there exists a partition
I1
.
∪ . . .
.
∪ Ik of Γ such that f |Ij = ej , with ej a Q-linear combination of a finite product of
terms e(αx+βb). Now the characteristic functions of the Ik are also constant terms, and using
them it is clear that f itself is of the stated form. 
Zero-dimensional terms inside integrals can now be eliminated as follows.
Lemma 2.16. e(b)
∫
e(x+bm )h(x)dx = e(b)(
∫
h(mx− b)dx) ◦ (x+bm )
Proof. It suffices to consider standard divisiblity terms e(x+bm ), with b ∈ A,m ∈ N. The
substitution y = (x+ b)/m leads to:
(10) e(b)
∫ v
x=u
e(
x+ b
m
)h(x)dx = e(b)
∫ v+b
m
y=u+b
m
h(my − b)dy

Note that the analogous formula with rational m would not be valid; in effect we used the
fact that e(x)e(b)e(x+bm ) = e(b)e((
x+b
m )).
We note in passing a more direct approach to the computation of the length of a segment
on lines through the origin; but this method, that ignores the arithmetic of the inhomogeneous
part, does not work for other segments.
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Lemma 2.17. Let p, q be relatively prime integers. Then there exists M ∈ GL2(Z) with
M ·
(
p/q
1
)
=
(
1/q
1
)
.
Proof. GL2(Z) acts transitively on primitive integer vectors, since they may be completed to a
lattice basis. Hence some M ∈ GL2(Z) takes (p, q)t to (1, q)t. Thus M takes a planar line of
slope p/q to one of slope 1/q. For lines through the origin, the length is now just the length of
a projection. 
2.8. One-dimensional functions.
Lemma 2.18. Fn(Γ, F1K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) is generated as a Fn(Γ, F0K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ))-module by the terms
ι(αx + b), α ∈ Q, c ∈ Q⊗A.
Proof. A bounded, definable, one-dimensional subset of Γn is a finite union of points and
bounded segments on lines in Γn, i.e. additive translates of 1-dimensional definable subspaces
(α1, . . . , αn)Γ, with α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Qn.
We can take α to be a primitive element of Zn. All such elements are GLn(Z)-conjugate,
so in fact we can take α = (1, 0, . . . , 0). In this case the translate has the form Γ × {p},
with p = (p2, . . . , pn) a definable point of Γ
n−1. So the segment has the form (a, b)× {p}, with
a, b ∈ Q⊗A. Hence the class of the segment is [(a, b)×{p}] = (ι(b)− ι(a)−e(a))e(p2) · . . . ·e(pn).
So F1K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) is generated as an F0K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )-module by the elements ι(b), b ∈ Q⊗A. The
lemma follows. 
For later use, if α = p/d with p, d ∈ N, and b ∈ A, we will say that ι(αx+ b) admits internal
denominator d. A product of terms, each admitting internal denominator d, will also be said
to admit this denominator. Note that in general ι((1/d)a) 6= (1/d)ι(a) (even modulo F0.)
2.9. Integration of higher dimensional functions. Recall the dimension filtration (Fn)A =
Fn(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )). Let F
′
n(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )) be the Q-subspace of Fn(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )) generated by products
of elements of F0(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )) with ≤ n elements of F1(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )). We seek to show (cf. Propo-
sition 3.8) that Fn = F
′
n, i.e. Fn(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )) = F
′
n(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )) for all A and n.
Let Fn = Fn(Γ, F ′n(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ))). We will also use an arithmetic refinement: let Fn,d be the
F0-submodule of Fn generated by Fn−1 along with n-fold products of basic one-dimensional
terms with internal denominator dividing d, i.e. terms ι(pdx+ b), p ∈ N, b ∈ Q⊗A.
Lemma 2.19. Let d, d′, pi ∈ N, ci, c ∈ Q⊗A, αi = pi/d, γ = d/d′,
f(t) =
n∏
i=1
ι(αit+ ci)
Then
∫ γx+c
0
f(t)dt ∈ Fn+1,d′
Proof. We use induction on d. Since ι((α + 1)t + ci) = ι(t) + ι(αt + ci) as functions of t
in Fn(Γ,KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )), and using additivity of the integral, we may assume pi ≤ d. Similarly,
ι(t+ ci) = [[t, t+ ci) + [0, t)]/[0]1 = [[0, ci) + [0, t)]/[0]1 = ι(ci) + ι(t); so we may assume that if
αi = 1 then ci = 0.
In case d = 1, we have pi = αi = 1, so ci = 0 and ι(αit + ci) = ι(t). By Lemma 2.11,∫ x
d′
+c
0 ι(t)
n =
gr
1
n+1 ι(
x
d′ + c)
n+1. Clearly this expression lies in Fn+1,d′ .
In general, let J1 = {j ≤ n : αj = 1}, J2 = J \ J1. For j ∈ J1 we have cj = 0.
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Using Lemma 2.10 with g = 1, we have:∫ γx+c
0
n∏
j=1
ι(αjt+ cj)dt =
gr
ι(γx+ c) ·
∏
i
ι(αi(γx+ c) + ci)−
n∑
j=1
hj(αj(γx+ c) + cj)
where
hj(y) =
∫ y
0
ι(
s− cj
αj
)
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(
αk
αj
s− cjk)ds =
∫ y
0
ι(
d
pj
(s− cj))
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(
pk
pj
s− cjk)ds
Now if αj = 1 and cj = 0, then cjk = ck. Thus (using also pj = d) each of the terms
hj(αj(γx+ c) + cj) is identical with
∫ (γx+c)
0
∏n
j=1 ι(αjt+ cj)dt. Moving these terms to the left
we have, with ν = |J1|+ 1, c′j = cj/αj:
ν
∫ γx+c
0
n∏
j=1
ι(αjt+ cj)dt =
gr
ι(γx+ c) ·
∏
i
ι(αi(γx+ c) + ci)−
∑
j∈J2
hj(αj(γx+ c) + cj)
For j ∈ J2 we have pj < d, so the induction hypothesis applies. Since αjγ =
pj
d′ , we have
hj(αjγx+αjc) ∈ Fn+1,d′ . The remaining terms ι(γx+c), ι(αiγx+αic+ci) clearly have internal
denominator d′. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.20. Assume Fn = F
′
n for all ordered Abelian groups A. Let f ∈ Fn. Then∫ x
0
f(t)dt ∈ Fn+1.
Proof. It follows from the hypothesis, applied to the structure generated by an element b, that
f(b) ∈ F ′n; it follows by compactness that f itself is a product of 0- and 1-dimensional generators.
By Lemma 2.14, any product of 0-dimensional generators equals a product of one standard
divisibility term e(x+bm )e(b
′) and constant terms. The constants commute with integration and
may be ignored. So we may assume f = e(x+b
′
m )e(b
′)g1 · ·gn with gi a basic one-dimensional
term. Now with the change of variable s = t+b
′
m we have e(
t+b′
m )dt = e(s)ds = ds, i.e.∫ b
0
f(t)dt =
∫ b+b′
m
0
g1(ms− b
′) · . . . gn(ms− b
′)ds
Since gi(ms− b) is again a basic one-dimensional term, we may assume:
f(t) =
n∏
i=1
ι(αit+ ci)
in order to show:
∫ x
0
f(t) ∈ Fn+1. This follows from Lemma 2.19. 
Proposition 2.21. KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) is generated as a Q-algebra by the elements e(a), ι(a), a ∈ Q⊗A.
Proof. We have seen that F ′0, F
′
1 are contained in the algebra generated by these terms. Hence
it suffices to show that Fn = F
′
n for each n. For n = 0, 1 this is true by definition; we proceed by
induction. Assume Fn = F
′
n, and let X ⊆ Γ
n′ be definable and bounded, of dimension ≤ n+1.
After a finite definable partition we may assume the first projection has fibers of dimension
≤ n. By induction, for any t, [Xt] ∈ Fn(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A(t))). It follows that there exists a definable
partition Γ = ∪jIj and fj ∈ Fn(Γ, Fn) such that for t ∈ Ij , [Xt] = fj(t). We may take Ij to
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be an interval (aj , bj) (j ∈ J0) or a singleton {cj} (j ∈ J1), or fj = 0. Then X is the disjoint
union of the pullbacks of the Ij ; so we may assume
[X ] =
∑
j∈J0
∫ bj
aj
fj +
∑
j∈J1
fj(cj)
By Lemma 2.20,
∫ bj
aj
fj =
∫ bj
0 fj −
∫ aj
0 fj − fj(aj) ∈ F
′
n+1(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )). Thus
[X ] ∈ F ′n+1(K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )). 
In fact we have obtained a somewhat stronger statement. The semiring K+0(Γ) was defined
below Definition 2.4. Let K+0(Γ)
′ be the subsemiring generated by the elements e(a), ι(a). Let
Kdf (ΓbddA )
′ be the corresponding ring, and
KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′ = Q⊗Kdf (ΓbddA )
′
Let K+0(Γ)
′′ be the semiring obtained from K+0(Γ) by adding additive inverses to the elements
of K+0(Γ)
′, and KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′′ the result of formally dividing by integers n > 0.
We have natural homomorphisms
KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′ → KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′′ → KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
Lemma 2.22. The natural homomorphism KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′ → KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) is an isomorphism
Explicitly, for any a ∈ K+0(Γ) there exists m ∈ N and b, c ∈ K+0(Γ)′ such that ma+ b = c
in K+0(Γ).
Proof. All our integral equalities are valid in KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′. Hence the proof of Proposition 2.21
shows that KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′ → KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′′ is surjective. Since the same elements are inverted in
these semirings, the homomorphism is also injective, hence bijective, and KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′′ is in fact
a ring. Since KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) is obtained from K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )
′′ by additively inverting elements, the
homomorphism KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
′′ → KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) is also an isomorphism. 
2.10. Subrings and quotients of KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ). Let A be an ordered Abelian group, and let TA
denote the symmetric algebra Q⊕ (Q⊗A)⊕Sym2(Q⊗A)⊕ . . .. If A = Zn, this is a polynomial
ring in n variables.
We have a homomorphism φA : TA → K
df (ΓbddA )), a 7→ ι(a). The image contains the classes
of points of A (all equivalent to 1) and segments with endpoints in A.
Lemma 2.23. The natural homomorphism φA : TA → K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) is injective.
If A is divisible , φA is an isomorphism.
Proof. We may assume A is finitely generated. First consider the case A ⊆ Q. So A ∼= Z, and
we may take A = Z. The symmetric algebra TA can be identified with the polynomial ring
Q[T ]. Given a nonzero polynomial f ∈ Q[T ], we must show that f(ι(1)) 6= 0 ∈ KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ). Now
for any m, we have a homomorphism
countm : K+[Γ
bdd
A ]→ Q : [X ] 7→ #(X ∩ ((1/m)Z)
n
counting points of a bounded definable set X ⊂ Γn with coordinates in (1/m)Z. This is clearly
GLn(Z)-invariant, and induces a ring homomorphism countm : K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) → Q. Composing
with f 7→ f(ι(1)) we have a homomorphism cm : Q[T ] → Q. Now cm(T ) = #(ι([0, 1) ∩
(1/m)Z) = m. So cm(f) = f(m). Since Z is Zariski dense in the affine line, cm(f) 6= 0 for some
m. It follows that f(ι(1)) 6= 0.
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For the general case we will use a statement of Van den Dries, Ealy, and Marikova. The
proof is included in [1] Proposition 9.10, with R in place of Q, but this does not matter.
Claim Let Q ∈ Q[u1, . . . , un], B ⊂ Γn a DOAG-definable set, and Q vanishes on B(Q), then
Q vanishes on B.
An element of TA can be written as G(a), with G ∈ Q[X1, . . . , Xn] and a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈
A. Suppose φA(G(a)) = 0. This is due to a finite number of GLk(Z)-isomorphisms and A-
translations between finite unions of products of the intervals [0, ai) and points, and possibly
some auxiliary intervals and points with endpoints a′1, . . . , a
′
n′ , that cancel out. Hence there
exists DOAG-definable set B ⊆ Γn+n
′
such that (a, a′) ∈ B, and for any ordered Abelian group
A′, φA′(G(c)) = 0 whenever (c, c
′) ∈ B(A′). Now suppose in addition that G(a) 6= 0. Then by
the Claim, there exist (c, c′) ∈ Γ(Q)n+n
′
with G(c) 6= 0. But φQ(G(c)) = 0. This contradicts
the case A = Q proved above.
If A is divisible , the homomorphism φA is surjective. This follows from Proposition 2.21:
all e(a) = 1, while ι(a) = φA(a). 
Denote TA = φA(TA). This is always a split subalgebra of K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ), equal to it if A is
divisible . To clarify the full structure, we ask:
Question 2.24. For n = 2 we have 2ι(a/2) = [[0, a/2) ∪ (a/2, a]] = ι(a) + 1 − e(a/2); so
ι(a/2) = (1/2)(ι(a) + 1− e(a/2)). Is this the first term of a sequence of polynomial relations?
The proof of Lemma 2.23 may give the impression that specializations of finitely generated
subgroups of Γ into Z, followed by the maps countm, resolve points on K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) and thus give
decisive information. This is not the case, as the example below shows.
Example 2.25. ∫ ∫
(e(
s
2
)− 1)(e(
t
2
)− 1)(e(
s− t
2
)− 1)dsdt
evaluates to 0 under any countm, for any choice of s, t ∈ Z, but is not identically 0.
Let LA be the field of fractions of TA, where A = Q⊗A.
Corollary 2.26. There exists a natural homomorphism ψA : K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )→ LA, injective on the
image of TA. The kernel is generated by the relations e(a) = 1, nι(
a
n ) = ι(a).
Proof. If A is divisible , the homomorphism φA of Proposition 2.23 has an inverse ψ :
KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) ≃ TA. It suffices to view ψ as a homomorphism into the field of fractions LA of
TA.
In general, let A = Q⊗A. We have a natural surjective homomorphism ν : KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) →
KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A
), [X ] 7→ [X ]. Composing with ψA we obtain a homomorphism ψA : K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )→ LA
where LA = LA. Since νφA = φA¯|TA, ψAφA = ψAφA¯|TA = IdTA . This proves the injectivity
on TA.
The relations e(a/n) = 1, nι( an ) = ι(a) (a ∈ A) are already in the kernel of ν; both are seen
using the translation x 7→ x + a/n. These relations suffice (using Proposition 2.21) to reduce
any element of KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A ) to an element of the image of TA. By the injectivity on TA no further
relations intervene. 
3. The measured Grothendieck ring
We turn to the dimension-free Grothendieck ring of the category volΓA[∗] of Definition 2.4
(3-5). When possible we omit A from the notation.
We begin by representing this Grothendieck ring as a ring of functions under convolution.
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Recall the semigroup of definable functions Γ → K+(Γ[n]) of §2.3. Define a convolution
product
Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]))× Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[m− 1]))→ Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n+m− 1]))
as follows: if f is represented by a definable F ⊆ Γ× Γm, in the sense that f(γ) = [F (γ)], and
g by a definable G ⊆ Γ× Γn, let
f ∗ g(γ) = [{(α, b, c) : α ∈ Γ, b ∈ F (α), c ∈ G(γ − α)}]
To distinguish this semiring from the semiring Fn(Γ,K+(Γ)) with pointwise multiplication,
we denote it Fn∗(Γ,K+(Γ)).
Let Fn∗(Γ,K+(Γ))[∗] = ⊕mFn∗(Γ,K+(Γ))[m], a graded semiring.
Fnbdd∗ (Γ, ∗) are the functions with semi-bounded domain and pointwise bounded range:
Notation 3.1. Fnbdd∗ (Γ, ∗) = {f ∈ Fn∗(Γ, ∗) : (∃γ0)(∀γ < γ0)(f(γ) = 0)}
Lemma 3.2. (1) K+volΓ[n] ≃ Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]))
(2) For n ≥ 1, K+volΓ[n]
bdd ≃ Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[n − 1]
bdd)) (Functions into the dimension-
free Grothendieck semigroup of two-sided bounded subsets of Γn−1, whose support is bounded
below.)
(3) K+volΓ[∗]bdd ≃ N⊕⊕n≥1Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]
bdd))
Proof. (Compare Lemma 9.12 of [1]; we include a proof for completeness.)
Note first that the linear map (x1, . . . , xn) 7→
∑n
i=1 xi is GLn(Z)-conjugate to the map
(x1, . . . , xn)→ x1. Therefore volΓ is isomorphic to the category volΓ
′ defined in the same way,
except with maps preserving the form x1 in place of
∑n
i=1 xi. Moreover we relabel the variables
as (t, x1, . . . , xn−1). Given X ⊆ Γn, and t ∈ Γ, let Xt = {(x1, . . . , xn−1) : (t, x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈
X}.
Given a semi-bounded definable X ⊆ Γn , let α(X) be the definable function: t 7→ [Xt]. If
h : X → Y is a volΓ′-isomorphism, then clearly h restricts to bijections ht : Xt → Yt which are
in fact volΓA(t)[n− 1] -isomorphisms. Hence α(X) depends only on [X ], and a homomorphism
α : K+volΓ[n]→ Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]))
is induced.
Conversely given F ⊆ Γ×Γn−1 representing an element of Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1])), let β(F ) =
[F ], the class in volΓ[n] of the graph of F . If F, F ′ represent the same element of Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n−
1])), then for any t, Ft, F
′
t are ΓA(t)[n − 1] - isomorphic. The isomorphism is given by a
definable bijection gt : Ft → F ′t . By a standard compactness argument (cf. [1] Lemma 2.3)
we can take gt definable uniformly in t, and define g(t, x1, . . . , xn−1) = (t, gt(x1, . . . , xn−1));
then g : F → F ′ is a definable bijection. Moreover for any t, there is a finite set of matrices
M1(t), . . . ,Mk(t)(t) ∈ GLn−1(Z) and elements ci(t) ∈ A(t) such that for any x ∈ Γ
n−1, for some
i ≤ k(t), gt(x) =Mi(t)x+ ci(t). By compactness, M1(t), . . . ,Mk(t) can be chosen from a finite
set M1, . . . ,Mk of matrices. So for any t ∈ Γ and x ∈ Γ
n−1, for some i ≤ k, gt(x) −Mi(t)x ∈
A(t). Now A(t) is the group generated by t over A, so any element of A(t) has the form a+mt
for some m ∈ Z. By compactness, there exist finite subset A0 of A and Z0 of Z such that for
any t ∈ Γ and x ∈ Γn−1, for some i ≤ k, some a ∈ A0 and m ∈ Z0, gt(x) = Mi(t)x + a+mt.
Partition X into finitely many pieces, such that Mi,m, a are constant on each piece; then on
each piece g is given by (t, x) 7→ (t,Mx+ a +mt)for some a ∈ An−1 and m ∈ Zn−1. But this
is clearly an affine GLn(Z)-transformation. Thus g is a volΓ
′[n]-isomorphism. So [F ] = [F ′] in
volΓ′[n]. his allows us to define β : Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]))→ K+volΓ
′[n].
It is clear that α, β are inverse homomorphisms. So α is an isomorphism and shows (1).
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Restricting α to bounded sets yields an isomorphism yields (2).
K+volΓ[n]
bdd → {f ∈ Fn(Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]
bdd)) : (∃γ0)(∀γ < γ0)(f(γ) = 0)}
The direct sum of these isomorphisms over all n ≥ 1 gives (3); in grade 0 we have N on both
sides. The verification that product goes to convolution product is straightforward. 
Let q0 ∈ Fn
bdd
∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[0]
bdd)) be the function with support at {0} and value 1. Note
that for f ∈ Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[n]
bdd)), f ∗ q0 is the element of Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[n]
bdd)) satisfying
(f ∗ q0)(t) = f(t)× [{0}]1.
We can also define a convolution product on the semigroup Fnbdd(Γ,Kdf+ (Γ
bdd)). An element
of this semigroup is represented by a pair (f, n), where f ∈ Fnbdd(Γ,K+(Γ[n]
bdd)), and (f, n) is
identified with (f∗qm0 , n+m). The pair (f, n) is intended to represent the function t 7→ f(t)[0]
−n
1 .
We let (f, n) ∗ (g,m) = (f ∗ g, n + m + 1). This makes Fn(Γ,Kdf+ (Γ
bdd)) into a semiring
Fn∗(Γ,K
df
+ (Γ
bdd)).
Lemma 3.3. Kdf+ (volΓ
bdd) is canonically isomorphic to Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
+ (Γ
bdd))
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 (3),
Kdf+ (volΓ
bdd
A )[∗] ∼= (⊕nFn
bdd
∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]
bdd)))[q0
−1]0
Let (f, n) represent an element of Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
+ (Γ
bdd)). Let
[(f, n)] 7→ fq
−(n+1)
0
This defines an injective semiring homomorphism
Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
+ (Γ
bdd))→ (⊕nFn
bdd
∗ (Γ,K+(Γ[n− 1]
bdd)))[q0
−1]0
which is clearly also surjective.

Given a definable function h : Γ → Fn∗(Γ,K+(Γ)), and a definable Y ⊆ Γ, we define∫
Y h ∈ Fn∗(Γ,K+(Γ)) pointwise, i.e. (
∫
Y h)(γ) =
∫
t∈Y evγ(h)(dt) where evγ(h)(t) = h(t)(γ).
This carries over to the groups and rings considered below.
Let RΓ = Q⊗Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
+ (Γ
bdd)) = Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
Q (Γ
bdd)) be Q-algebra of functions repre-
sented by elements whose support is bounded below. Then RΓ also has a natural convolution
structure, and forms a ring. We begin by developing some identities in RΓ. We denote convo-
lution of functions f, g by fg; we will not consider the pointwise product except when one of
the functions is supported on {0}, in which case the two products are equal.
Let RΓ0 be the subring of R
Γ consisting of elements with support {0} (and 0.) The map
a 7→ aq(0) gives an homomorphism of rings KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )→R
Γ
0 . In fact, since equality of functions
in Fn(Γ,Kdf+ (Γ
bdd)) is defined pointwise, and implies equality of the value at 0, it is easy to see
that this is an isomorphism.
(11) KdfQ (Γ
bdd
A )
∼= RΓ0
Let q(γ) denote the element supported on {γ}, with q(γ) = 1.
Then e(γ)q(γ + γ′) = q(γ)q(γ′). We have
(12) f =
∫
t∈Γ
f(t)q(t)dt
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∫
f(t)q(mt)dt =
∫
f(t/m)e(t/m)q(t)dt
The elements of KdfQ (Γ
bdd) can are identified with constant functions with support {0}.
For m ≥ 1, and b ∈ Q⊗A, let
θm,b =
∫
t≥b
q(mt)dt and θm = θm,0, θ = θ1. Let Qm(b) =
∫ b
0
q(mt)dt. So Qm(b) = θm−θm,b.
The filtration on KdfQ (Γ
bdd)) induces a filtration FnRΓ on RΓ. F0RΓ consists of “purely
exponential” sums; it has as a Q- basis the elements θm, q(b), Qm(b). Let FnRΓ0 = FnR
Γ∩RΓ0 .
Let F ′nR
Γ be the Q-space generated by products q(b′)a1 ·. . .·an, where ai ∈ F1RΓ0 or ai = θm,b
for some m and some b ∈ Q⊗A.
As above we will write some of the identities in graded form.
Note that e(b)θm,b = e(b)
∫∞
b
q(mt)dt = e(b)
∫∞
mb
e( sm )q(s)ds. Since e(b)e(
s+mb
m ) = e(b)e(
s
m ),
we have: e(b)θm,b = e(b)
∫∞
0
e( s+mbm )q(s +mb)ds = e(b)q(mb)
∫∞
0
e( sm )q(s)ds = e(b)q(mb)θm.
Hence
(13) e(b)Qm(b) = e(b)
∫ b
0
q(mt)dt = e(b)(1− q(mb))θm
Note that while
∫∞
0 q(t)f(t) is defined,
∫∞
0 f(t) is not. Thus integration by parts does not
directly apply. To compute unbounded integrals (when A 6= (0)) we will use:
Lemma 3.4. Let f(x) =
∏n
i=1 ι(αix + ci). Let m ∈ N be such that mαi ∈ N, and let a ∈
mA, a 6= 0. Then f(t− a) = f(t)− f1(t) for some f1 ∈ Fn−1K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A(t)); and we have:
(1− q(a))
∫ ∞
0
f(t)q(t)dt =
∫ ∞
0
f1(t)q(t)dt −
∫ a
0
f1(t)q(t)dt +
∫ a
0
f(t)q(t)dt
Proof. Let αi = pi/m, a = mb. We have ι(αi(x−a)+ci) = ι(αix+ci−pib) = ι(αix−ci)−piι(b).
From this the existence of f1 is clear. We compute:
q(a)
∫ ∞
0
f(t)q(t)dt =
∫ ∞
0
f(t)q(t+ a)dt =
∫ ∞
a
f(s− a)q(s)ds =
=
∫ ∞
a
f(s)q(s)ds−
∫ ∞
a
f1(s)q(s)ds =
∫ ∞
0
f(t)q(t)dt−
∫ a
0
f(t)q(t)dt+
∫ a
0
f1(t)q(t)dt+
∫ a
0
f1(t)q(t)dt
and the lemma follows. 
Assuming A 6= 0, fix an element 0 < a0 ∈ A. Define RΓl = R
Γ[(1 − q(ma0))−1 : m ∈ N].
Since the elements inverted are from F0RΓ, the filtration carries through to RΓl . Let R
Γbdd be
the subring of RΓ consisting of elements with two-sided bounded support:
RΓ
bdd
= {
∫ b
−b
f(t)q(t)d : f ∈ RΓ, b ∈ Q⊗A}
and RΓb,l be the localization of R
Γbdd obtained by inverting the elements (1− q(ma0)), m ∈ N.
Corollary 3.5. Assume A 6= (0). Then the inclusion RΓ
bdd
→ RΓ induces an isomorphism
RΓb,l →R
Γ
l .
Proof. The surjectivity is clear from Lemma 3.4, and induction. Moreover, inspection of the
proof shows that additive inverses are used only for elements in the image of RΓl . Thus if A is
the subsemiring of RΓl , generated by Fn
bdd
∗ (Γ,K
df
+ (Γ
bdd)) and by the image of RΓb,l, then the
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same induction shows that RΓb,l → A is surjective; and in this case injectivity is evident. Hence
RΓb,l
∼= A = RΓb,l. 
Now an analog of Lemma 2.10. We use integration by parts in K(volΓA). Products refer to
the Grothendieck ring of these categories, or equivalently to convolution from the point of view
of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.6. Let α = α0, α1, . . . , αn ∈ Q>0, c = c0, c1, . . . , cn ∈ Q⊗A, bj = αjb + cj, cjk =
ck − αj−1αkcj. Then∫ b
0
Qm(αt+ c)
n∏
j=1
ι(αjt+ cj)dt =
gr
ι(b)Qm(αb+ c)
n∏
i=1
ι(αib+ ci)+
−
∫ b0
0
q(ms)ι(
s− c0
α0
)
n∏
j=1
ι(
αj
α0
s− c0k)ds+
n∑
j=1
∫ bj
0
ι(
s− cj
αj
)Qm(
α
αj
s− cj0)
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(
αk
αj
s− cjk)ds
Proof. Let F0(t) = Q(αt + c), l0(t) = αt+ c, f0(t) = q(mt). We have by definition F0(t) =∫ αt+c
0
q(ms)ds. We apply (1) (for indices 0, . . . , n) with g = 1, G = ι, f0, F1 as above, and for
i ≥ 1, writing αi = qi/pi, fi(x) = e(
x
pi
) li(x) = qix + pici, Fi(x) = ι(αix + ci) as in the proof
of Lemma 2.10. Thus:
∫ b
0
Qm(αt + c)
n∏
j=1
ιi(αjt+ cj)dt =
gr
ι(b)Qm(αb + c)
∏
i
ι(αib+ ci)−H0 −
n∑
j=1
Hj
where
H0 =
∫ αb+c
0
ι(l0
−1(t))q(mt)
n∏
k=1
Fk(l0
−1(t))dt
while for j ≥ 1, Hj =
∫ lj(b)
0 ι(lj
−1(t))e(t/pi)Qm(αlj
−1(t) + c)
∏
1≤k 6=j Fk(lj
−1(t))dt. Now
Qm(αlj
−1(pjs) + c) = Qm(ααj
−1(s− c), so the change of variable s = t/pj gives:
Hj =
∫ bj
0
ι(αj
−1(s− cj))Qm(ααj
−1(s− c) + c)
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(αk(αj
−1(s− cj)) + ck)ds

Lemma 3.7. b, ci, c ∈ Q⊗A, α, αi ∈ Q>0, b ∈ Q⊗A. Then
(1)
∫ b
0
q(mt)
∏n
i=1 ι(αit+ ci)dt ∈ F
′
nR
Γ.
(2)
∫ b
0 Qm(αt+ c)
∏n−1
i=1 ι(αit+ ci)dt ∈ F
′
nR
Γ.
Proof. Let d, p, pi ∈ N, αi = pi/d, α = p/d. We use induction on n and on d.
If Mi is the largest integer ≤ αi, we have: ι(αit + ci) = Miι(t) + ι((αi −m)t + ci). Using
this relation, we immediately reduce to the case pi ≤ d.
(2.1) We begin with (2) in the case: α = 1.
We have
Qm(t+ c) =
∫ t+c
0
q(ms)ds = Qm(t) +
∫ t+c
t
q(ms)ds
Now e(t)e(mt) = e(t), and e(mt)q(m(t+ s)) = q(mt)q(ms). Thus
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e(t)
∫ t+c
t
q(ms)ds = e(t)
∫ c
0
q(m(t+ s))ds = e(t)q(mt)
∫ c
0
q(ms)ds = e(t)q(mt)Qm(c)
Recall (13): e(x)Qm(x) = e(x)(1 − q(mx))θm. So
Qm(t+ c)e(t) = Qm(t)e(t) + e(t)q(mt)Qm(c) = e(t)(1− q(mt))θm + e(t)q(mt)Qm(c)
Thus the integral (2) equals:
θm
∫ b
0
(1− q(mt))
n−1∏
k=1
ι(αkt− c
′
k)dt−Qm(−c)
∫ b
0
q(mt)
n−1∏
k=1
ι(αks− c
′
k)dt
Both summands lie in F ′nR
Γ, by induction on n, and using Proposition 2.21. This finishes
(2) in the case α = 1.
(1) Let bj = αjb+ cj , f(t) =
∏n
i=1 ι(αit+ ci). By Lemma 2.10 with g(t) = q(mt),∫ b
0
f(t)q(mt)e(t)dt =
gr
Qm(b) ·
∏
i
ι(αib+ ci)−
n∑
j=1
∫ bj
0
Qm(
s− cj
αj
)
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(
αk
αj
s− cjk)ds
The first summand on the right is evidently in F ′nR
Γ. If αj = 1, so is the second, by the case
(2.1). If αj < 1, then αk/αj = pk/pj have denominators < d, so induction on d applies and (2)
can be quoted. Hence
∫ b
0 f(t)q(mt)e(t)dt ∈ FnR
Γ.
(2) in the general case. We use Lemma 3.6 (for n− 1). The first summand on the right is
clearly in F ′nR
Γ. By (1), so is the second. The remaining n− 1 summands are
Ej =
∫ bj
0
Qm(
α
αj
s− cj0)ι(
s − cj
αj
)
∏
1≤k 6=j
ι(
αk
αj
s− cjk)ds
If αj 6= 1 then again the denominators are < d, and by induction Ej ∈ F ′nR
Γ. If αj = 1 then
Ej has the form (2), and so can be moved to the left as in Lemma 2.19.

Proposition 3.8. (1) RΓ
bdd
[θm : m = 1, 2, . . .] is generated as a RΓ0 = KQ(Γ
bdd
A )-algebra by
the elements q(b), θm and Qm(b), m ∈ N, b ∈ Q⊗A.
(2) If A 6= (0), RΓl is generated over R
Γ
0 = KQ(Γ
bdd
A ) by the elements q(b), (1 − q(ma0))
−1
and θm,b.
Proof. (1) By Corollary 3.5, an element of RΓ
bdd
can be written as a difference of elements∫ b
0 f(t)q(t)dt, with f ∈ Fn∗(Γ,K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )). By the proof of Proposition 2.21 we can take f to
be a product of zero-dimensional terms and basic one-dimensional terms, restricted to a point
or an interval. Multiplying by an appropriate q(c), we may assume the point is 0, or the interval
is of the form [0, c). If b ≤ c then the interval may be ignored; if c < b we replace the integral by∫ b
0
f(t)q(t)dt, so that f is defined on [0, b). Moreover the 0-dimensional terms can be collected
together to form one basic term e( t+bm )e(b). But∫
e(
t+ b
m
)e(b)f(t)q(t)dt =
∫
e(
s
m
)f(s)q(s)ds =
∫
f(t)q(mt)e(t)dt
So it suffices to show that for αi ∈ Q, ci ∈ Q⊗A,∫ b
0
n∏
i=1
ι(αit+ ci)q(mt)e(t)dt
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lies in the Q-algebra generated by the elements q(b) and θm,b, m ∈ N, b ∈ Q⊗A. This follows
from Lemma 3.7.
(2) Follows from Lemma 3.4. 
The next lemma suggests a way to look at unbounded functions; it will not be used further
on. Let RΓ∞ = Q⊗Fn(Γ,Kdf+ (Γ
bdd)) ∼= Fn(Γ,K
df
Q (Γ
bdd)). RΓ∞ is a KdfQ (Γ
bdd)-module, under
pointwise multplication, and more generally an RΓ-module, under convolution. Thus we can
define RΓ∞l := R
Γ∞[(1 − q(ma0))−1 : m ∈ N]. Note that RΓ is no a priori a ring. However, it
can be made into one using:
Lemma 3.9. Let 0 6= a ∈ A. The natural inclusion RΓl →R
Γ∞
l is an R
Γ-module isomorphism.
Proof. Using Proposition 3.8 together with the automorphism γ 7→ −γ, the elements with
negative support are generated by the q(γ) together with the elements θ−m,b :=
∑
γ<b e(
γ
m )q(γ).
But θ−m,b + θm,b =
∑
γ e(
γ
m )q(γ) = 0. Since q(ma)
∑
γ e(
γ
m )q(γ) =
∑
γ e(
γ
m )q(γ + ma) =∑
γ e(
γ+ma
m )q(γ + ma) =
∑
γ(
γ
m )q(γ), we have (1 − q(ma))(
∑
γ e(
γ
m )q(γ)) = 0, so in the
localized ring we have θ−m,b + θm,b = 0. Thus θ
−
m,b = −θm,b lies in the image of the localization
of RΓ. 
3.1. The elements θm. We will see later ( Lemma 3.14) that θ is transcendental over the
elements q(a) and i(a). But the various θm are rational over θ:
Lemma 3.10. The identity θn+1(θ + θn − 1) = θnθ is valid in RΓ. Hence θn is invertible in
in RΓ[θ−1], and we have
(1− θn
−1) = (1− θ−1)n
Proof. We have:
θnθn+1 = θn +
∫ ∞
t=0
q(t)
∫ t
0
e(
s
n
)e(
t− s
n+ 1
)dsdt(14)
θnθ = θn +
∫ ∞
t=0
q(t)
∫ t
0
e(
s
n
)ds = θn +
∫ ∞
t=0
q(t)ι(
t
n
)dt(15)
θn+1θ = θn+1 +
∫ ∞
t=0
q(t)ι(
t
n + 1
)dt(16)
Now by (8),
e(s)e(t)e(
s
n
)e(
s− t
n+ 1
) = e(s)e(t)e(
s+ nt
n(n+ 1)
)
With the change of variables s′ = s+ nt we obtain e(s)e(t) = e(s′)e(t), and∫ t
0
e(t)e(
s
n
)e(
t− s
n+ 1
)ds = e(t)
∫ (n+1)t
nt
e(
s
n(n+ 1)
)ds
With a further change of variable s′′ = sn(n+1) ,∫ t
0
e(t)e(
s
n
)e(
t− s
n+ 1
)ds = e(t)
∫ t
n
t
n+1
e(s)ds = ι(
t
n
)− ι(
t
n+ 1
)
so by (14),
θn+1θn = θn +
∫ ∞
t=0
q(t)[ι(
t
n
)− ι(
t
n+ 1
)]dt
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By (15), (16),
θn+1θn − θnθ + θn+1θ = θn+1
This identity is equivalent to the one in the statement of the lemma. From this we see that
θn+1
−1 ∈ Q[θ, θn, θ−1, θn−1] and
1− θn+1
−1 = (1− θn
−1)(1− θ−1)
The lemma follows by induction. 
Remark 3.11. Lemma 3.10 will be used to show, after an appropriate localization, that el-
ements of finite support generate the entire value ring of Γ. This will go over to RV and to
VF. It is a generalization of the rationality of Poincare´ series and similar rationality results
for generating series, in the integration theory of Denef, Denef-Loeser, and Cluckers-Loeser
(polynomials are power series with bounded support.)
Remark 3.12. Another aspect of Lemma 3.10 is that a certain localization of the elements
of bounded support is forced geometrically. The element θm can be written, according to the
lemma, as θ
m
θm−(θ−1)m , or again as
(Γ≥0)m
(Γ≥0)m−(Γ>0)m
.
Now (say over an algebraically closed field) the value ring of VF can be obtained as a tensor
product of value rings ofRES and of Γ, modulo two linear homogeneous relations of degree one:
the equality of the point 0 ∈ Γ with the class of the variety [Gm] over the residue field, and the
equality of the point 1k of the residue field with the class [Γ
>0]. Using these relations, we find
in K(volV F bdd)[∗][[Gm]1−1] an element whose volume is:
[A1]m
[(A1)m−[1k]m]
, or L
m
Lm−1 in common
notation. Subtracting 1 we find an inverse of Lm − 1. It follows that for any cyclotomic
polynomial cm(z) = (z− 1)−1(zm− 1) with m > 1, hm([A1]1) is invertible in KQ(volV F bdd)[∗];
though it is not invertible in KQ(V ark).
3.2. Unbounded sets. We briefly pause to describe the dimension-free Grothendieck ring of
Γ. The resulting homomorphisms on K(V F ) were already described in [1]; the present results
confirms their uniqueness. Compare [6], [4].
We denote e(a) = [{a}1]/[{0}]1, ι(a) = [0, a)1/[0]1, ι(∞) = [0,∞)1/[0]1.
Theorem 3.13. KdfQ (ΓA) is generated as a Q-algebra by the elements e(a), ι(a) (a ∈ Q⊗A)
and ι(∞).
For a ∈ A, we have ι(a) = 0. Also ι(∞)2 = −ι(∞).
If A is divisible , then KdfQ (ΓA)
∼= Q2.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.7 remains valid for K(Γ) with b =∞, letting Fi(∞) = Fi(∞) =∫∞
0 fi(t)dt; and the subsequent lemmas through Proposition 2.21 go through verbatim. This
shows that KdfQ (ΓA) is generated by the elements e(a), ι(a) and ι(∞).
The translation x 7→ x + a shows that [0,∞) = [a,∞). Hence [0, a) = 0 in K(Γ[1]), so
ι(a) = 0. See [1] Proposition 9.4 for the relation ι(∞) = 0.
Thus if A = Q⊗A, KdfQ (ΓA) is generated by the element ι(∞). The relation ι(∞)
2 = ι(∞)
shows that the Q-algebra is a quotient of Q2; the two Euler characteristics in [1] show that it
is in fact Q2. 
3.3. Subrings and quotients of KdfQ (volΓ
bdd). Recall Lemma 3.3: KdfQ (volΓ
bdd) :=
Q⊗Kdf+ (volΓ
bdd) = Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
Q (Γ
bdd)) =: RΓ.
Let LA be the field of Corollary 2.26. Let A = Q⊗A, and let LA[qA] be the formal Puiseux
polynomial ring over LA (i.e. the group ring of (A,+) over LA). Let LA(q
A) be the field of
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fractions. Also form the polynomial ring LA(q
A)[θ], and rational function field LA(q
A)(θ) (with
θ viewed as an indeterminate.)
Lemma 3.14. θ is transcendental over LA(q
A).
Proof. θn =
∫∞
0 j(t)q(t)dt with j of degree n. Convolving by an element of LA(q
A)(θ) still
leaves an expression of the same form, with j(t) ∈ Fn \Fn−1. The lemma follows from the linear
independence of polynomials of distinct degrees over the functions with finite support. 
Proposition 3.15. Assume A 6= 0. There is a natural homomorphism
ψ∗A : R
Γ = KdfQ (volΓ
bdd)→ LA(q
A)(θ)
as well as a homomorphism ψA : TA[q
A][θ]→RΓ, with ψ∗AψA = Id.
If A is divisible , ψ∗A induces an isomorphism
RΓl [θ
−1]→ TA[q
A][θ, θ−1, (1− q(ma0))
−1, (1− (1− θ−1)m)−1]m=1,2,...
Proof. Composing the map φA : TA → K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A ) with the homomorphism K
df
Q (Γ
bdd
A )→R
Γ
0 of
(11), we obtain a map ψA : TA → RΓ0 . We have R
Γ = Fnbdd∗ (Γ,K
df
Q (Γ
bdd)). Extend ψA to a
homomorphism ψA : TA[q
A] → RΓ with qa 7→ q(a). It is clear by support considerations, and
using Lemma 2.23, that ψA is injective on TA[q
A]. Extend ψA further to the polynomial ring
TA[q
A][θ] mapping θ → θ. By Lemma 3.14, ψA remains injective.
Next using Lemma 3.10, extend ψA to
ψ′A : TA[q
A][θ, θ−1, (1− (1− θ−1)n)−1]n=1,2,... →R
Γ[θ−1]
It is still injective, by Lemma 3.14. By Lemma 3.10, the image of ψ′ contains θn for each n.
By (13), for any a ∈ A, since e(a) = 1 ∈ RΓ, Qm(a) = (1 − q(ma))θm is also in the image of
ψ′. Hence so is θm,a.
Assume now that A is divisible . By Proposition 3.8, RΓbdd [θm : m = 1, 2, . . .] is contained
in the image of ψ′. Moreover if we let
ψ′′ : TA[q
A][θ, θ−1, (1− q(ma0))
−1, (1− (1− θ−1)m)−1]m=1,2,... → R
Γ
l
be the induced homomorphism, then ψ′′ is surjective. It follows that ψ′′ is an isomorphism.
Let ψ∗ be the inverse; restricting back to RΓ we obtain the lemma in the divisible case.
In general, define ψ∗A to be the composition of the natural homomorphism
Q⊗Kdf+ (volΓ
bdd
A )→ Q⊗K
df
+ (volΓ
bdd
A
)
with ψ∗
A
. 
3.4. The Grothendieck ring of RV. As a step towards the valued field, we consider the
theory of extensions
1→ k∗ → RV→valrv Γ→ 0
of an ordered divisible Abelian group Γ (written additively) by the multiplicative group of an
algebraically closed field. This is a complete theory; in a saturated model M , the sequence is
split, though of course the set of points in a given substructure need not be. See [1] for details.
We work over a base structure ARV, which as above is left out of the notation. Let A be the
image of ARV in Γ. Let ARES = A ∩RES where RES = ∪γ∈Q⊗Avalrv−1(γ).
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The following specializes Definitions 3.66 and 5.21 of [1] 2. Define Σ : Γn → Γ by
Σ((x1, . . . , xn)) =
∑n
i=1 xi.
Definition 3.16. 1) RV[n] is the category of pairs (U, f), with U a definable subset of RVm
for some m, and f = (f1, . . . , fn) : U → RV
n a finite-to-one map. A morphism U → V is a
definable bijection U → V .
2) Ob volRV[n] = ObRV[n]. A morphism U → V is a definable bijection h : U → V such
that for any u we have Σ(f(u)) = Σ(u).
3) volRVbdd[m] is the full subcategory of volRV[m] consisting of objects whose Γ-image is
contained in [γ,∞]m, for some definable γ ∈ Γ. These will again be referred to as semi-bounded.
4) RES[n] (respectively volRES[n]) is the full subcategory of RV [n] (respectively volRV[n])
whose objects U are contained in RESm for some m. Equivalently, such that valrv(U) is finite.
The map valrv : RV → Γ induces maps RV
n → Γn. If X,Y are Γ[n]-isomorphic definable
subsets of Γn, then valrv
−1X, valrv
−1Y are definably isomorphic: both GLn(Z) transformations
and A-translations obviously lift. The definition of the category Γ[n] was indeed engineered for
this. Hence the pullback X 7→ rv−1X induces a map
(17) K+Γ[n]→ K+RV[n], [X ] 7→ [valrv
−1X ]
Semi-boundedness is preserved by the pullback ; and also, again by definition, a volΓ[n]-
isomorphism lifts to a volRV[n] isomorphism. Thus we also have
(18) K+volΓ
bdd[n]→ K+volRV
bdd[n], [X ] 7→ [valrv
−1X ]
On the other hand the inclusion induces an obvious map
(19) K+RES[n]→ K+RV[n]
and
(20) K+volRES[n]→ K+volRV[n]
We obtain homomorphisms
(21) K+(RES[∗])⊗K+(Γ[∗])→ K+(RV[∗])
(22) K+(volRES[∗])⊗K+(volΓ
bdd[∗])→ K+(volRV
bdd[∗])
These are shown in [?] to be surjective. If γ ∈ Γ[1] is a definable point, then [valrv−1(γ)] ∈
K+RES[1] has the same image under (19) as {γ}1 has under (17); and similarly in the measured
case. Thus in both cases the kernel contains the elements 1⊗[valrv−1(γ)]1 − [γ]1⊗1, γ ∈ Γ
definable. By Corollary 10.3 and Proposition 10.10 of [1], these elements generate the kernel
in both cases, (19) and (17).
2The definitions in [1] are more general in several respects. In particular several kinds of resolution on volume
forms are considered; here we consider the type denoted volΓ in [1]. Since no other volumes are considered, the
subscript becomes unnecessary. Similar results are possible for the other variants.
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3.5. Bounded definable subsets of RV. We begin with a description of the Grothendieck
ring of two-sided bounded definable subsets of RV in the divisible case, using Lemma 2.23.
This does not immediately translate to a statement for VF, since the notion of boundedness is
not preserved under arbitrary definable maps. The results of this subsection will not be used
further on.
(21) induces a homomorphism:
(23) K+(RES[∗])([Gm(k)]1
−1)⊗K+(Γ[∗])([0]1
−1)→ K(RV[∗])([Gm(k)]1
−1)
whose kernel is again generated by the elements 1⊗[valrv−1(γ)]1 − [γ]1⊗1, γ ∈ Γ definable, as
one can see by multiplying an element of the kernel by a high enough power of [Gm(k)].
Hence we have a surjective homomorphism
(24) K+(RES[∗])([Gm(k)]1
−1)0⊗K+(Γ[∗])([0]1
−1)0 → K+(RV[∗])([Gm(k)]1
−1)0
whose kernel is generated by the relations valrv
−1(γ)/[Gm(k)] = e(γ) (where γ ∈ Q⊗A, and
e(γ) = [γ]1/[0]1.)
Note that K(RES[∗])([Gm(k)]1−1)0 is naturally isomorphic to the direct limit of the
K(RES[n]), where K(RES[n]) is mapped to K(RES[n+ 1]) by the map [X ] 7→ [X ×Gm(k)].
Definition 3.17. Kdf(RES) := K(RES[∗])([Gm(k)]1−1)0 will be called the stabi-
lized Grothendieck ring of RES. Similarly Kdf (VarF ) = K(k[∗])([Gm(k)]1−1)0 and
Kdf (RV) = K(RV[∗])([Gm(k)]1−1)0, and similarly for the semirings.
Proposition 3.18. (Kdf (RESAres)⊗K
df (ΓbddA )/I
∼= Kdf (RVbddA ) where I is the ideal generated
by ({ valrv
−1(γ)
[Gm(k)]
− e(γ) : γ ∈ Q⊗A})
Proof. The homomorphism (21) is compatible with restriction to semi-bounded sets:
K+(RES[∗])⊗K+(Γ
bdd
[∗]) → K+(RV
bdd
[∗]) is surjective and has kernel generated by the
elements 1⊗[γ] − [valrv−1(γ)]⊗1. Equations (23), (24) for semi-bounded sets follow in the
same way. The Proposition follows upon taking additive inverses. 
Let TA denote the symmetric algebra Q⊕ (Q⊗A)⊕ Sym
2(Q⊗A)⊕ . . ..
Corollary 3.19. Assume A is divisible , and let F = ARV ∩ k. Then
Kdf(RVbddA )
∼= Kdf (VarF )⊗TA
Proof. Assume A is divisible . In this case every definable set X ⊆ RESm is definably isomor-
phic to a definable subset of a Cartesian power of k, where k is the residue field. So K(RES[n])
reduces to K(k), the Grothendieck ring of F -varieties. Moreover for any definable γ ∈ G,
valrv
−1(γ) is definable isomorphic Gm(k). Hence in this case the relations in Proposition 3.18
are redundant, and the tensor product is valid over Q. By Proposition 2.23, KdfQ Γ
bdd
A
∼= TA.
The corollary follows. 
3.6. The measured Grothendieck ring of RV. The connection between varieties with forms
over the valued field, and the category volΓ[n], is mediated by volRV[n]. We now study the
dimension-free Grothendieck ring of this category, incorporating in particular both Γ and the
residue field.
Let F = ARV ∩ k be the base residue field, and VarF [n] the category of F -varieties of
dimension ≤ n. (22) can be used to describe Kdf (volRVbdd). We do this now in the case:
A is divisible . Recall that the rings Kdf (VarF ),K
df (volΓbdd),Kdf (volRVbdd) are defined with
respect to dehomogenizing elements [Gm]1, [0]1 and [Gm]1⊗1 = 1⊗[0]1 respectively.
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Proposition 3.20. Assume A is divisible . Then
Kdf (volRVbdd) ≃ Kdf (VarF )⊗K
df (volΓbdd)
Proof. Let K(VarF [∗]) = ⊕n≥0K(VarF [n]). In this case the natural map
K+(VarF [∗])⊗K+(volΓ
fin[∗])→ K+(volRES[∗])
is a surjective homomorphism, with kernel generated by the single relation
R : [Gm]1⊗1 = 1⊗[0]1
(22) simplifies to:
K(volRVbdd[∗]) ≃ K(VarF [∗])⊗K(volΓ
bdd[∗])/R
The proposition follows using Lemma 2.1. 
3.7. The Grothendieck ring of bounded volume forms over valued fields. Let T be a
V-minimal theory; to simplify notation we will assume T is effective. See [1] for the definitions
of these notions. The principal example are the theory ACV FF of algebraically closed valued
fields, over a base valued field F with residue field F of characteristic 0. The reader may take
T to be ACV FF ; in this case “definable” is the same as “F -semi-algebraic”, and the category
VolT described below is VolF of the introduction. Other examples are analytic expansions of
L. Lipshitz and Z. Robinson.
If V is a smooth n-dimensional variety, let ΩV =
∧n TV , considered as a variety rather than
a vector bundle. The notion of a bounded subset of V and in the same way as in [7], §6.1. If
X ⊆ V is bounded, we consider definable sections ω : X → ΩV over X ; we say ω is bounded if
the graph in ΩV is bounded.
Definition 3.21. VolT [n] is the category whose objects are pairs (X,ω), with X either empty
or a definable bounded Zariski dense subset of a smooth F -variety V of dimension n, and
ω : X → ΩV a definable bounded section. A morphism (X,ω) → (X ′, ω′) is a definable
bijection g between subsets of X,X ′ whose complement has dimension < dim(V ), such that
(away from a set of dimension < dim(V )) ω = cg∗ω′ for some definable function c on X with
val(c) = 0.
For b ∈ Γ, let Ub = {x : val(x) = b}. In particular U0 = {x : val(x) = 0} = O \ M.
M = {x : val(x) > 0}.
VolT is an N-graded category, and yields a graded Grothendieck semiring K+(VolT ). We
take e1 = [(U0, dx)], and form the dimension free semiring K+
df (VolT ) = K+
df
e1
(VolT ). Let
KdfQ (VolT ) = Q⊗K+
df (VolT ).
To facilitate the comparison to Definition 3.16, we need to compare VolT to a more elementary
version.
Definition 3.22. 1) VF[n] is the category of pairs (X, f), with X a definable subset of VFm
for some m, and f = (f1, . . . , fn) : X → VF
n a finite-to-one map. A morphism X → Y is a
definable bijection X → Y .
2) Ob volVF[n] = ObVF[n]. A morphism (X, f)→ (Y, g) is a definable bijection h : X → Y
such that h∗g∗dx = f∗dx away from a variety of dimension < n, where dx = dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn is
the standard volume form on VFn.
3) volVFbdd[m] is the full subcategory of volVF[m] consisting of objects (X, f) with f(X)
bounded.
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volVF is dimension-graded, with distinguished element ([U0], Id), and we form
Kdf+ volVF using the dehomogenizing element [U0]; similarly K
df
+ volVF
bdd and
KdfvolVFbdd = K(volVFbdd)df[U0].
Lemma 3.23. Kdf+ volVF
∼= K
df
+VolT canonically; the isomorphism takes K
df
+ volVF
bdd to
Kdf+ vol
bdd
T , and induces an isomorphism K
dfvolVF ∼= KdfVolF .
Proof. Let (X, f) ∈ ObvolVF[n]. Let V be the Zariski closure of X , and ω = f∗dx; this is
defined away from a subvariety of V of dimension < n. (X, f) 7→ (X,ω) is a functor VF[n] →
VolT [n], inducing an injective graded semiring homomorphism K+volVF→ K+VolT .
An element of K+VolT [n] has the form [(X,ω)] with X a definable subset of a smooth affine
variety V ⊆ VFn+l, admitting a finite-to-one projection f : V → An, and ω(v) = c(v)f∗dx for
some definable c : V → VF. Let Y = {(x, t) ∈ V × A1 : val(t) = val(c(x))}, g(x, t) = (f(x), t).
Then (X,ω)× ([U0], dx) ∼=VolT (Y, g
∗(dx ∧ dt)) and hence lies in the image of volVF. Hence by
Lemma 2.3 K+
dfvolVF ∼= K+
dfVolT canonically, and so K
dfvolVF ∼= KdfVolF . 
We write θV F = 1+
[M]
[U0]
, and for a definable b ∈ Γ we write qV F (b) =
[Ub]
[U0]
. These correspond
under the canonical isomorphisms below to the classes θ and q(b) of Kdf (volΓbdd), and when
no confusion can be caused we will omit the subscript. We assume Γ has at least one definable
element a0 > 0, and write q
−m for qV F (ma0). Note that q
−m = (q−1)m.
Write q˙−1 for 1− θV F−1 ∈ K
df (VolT )[θV F
−1]. So 1− q˙−1 = θV F−1
When no confusion can arise, we also write q−m for q(ma0) and q˙
−1 for 1− θ−1.
Recall TA denotes the symmetric algebra Q⊕ (Q⊗A)⊕ Sym2(Q⊗A)⊕ . . ..
Theorem 3.24. Let T be an effective V-minimal theory. Let F be the field of VF-definable
points of T , A = val(F ), A = Q⊗A, and let 0 < a0 ∈ A. Then there exists a canonical
homomorphism
KdfQ (VolT )→ K
df
Q (VarFa)[q˙
−1, (1− q˙−m)−1]m=1,2,...]⊗TA[q
A][(1− q(ma0))
−1]m=1,2,...
If A is divisible , this induces an isomorphism
KdfQ (VolT )[q˙
−1, (1− q−m)−1]m ∼= K
df
Q (VarF )[q˙
−1, (1− q˙−m)−1]m]⊗TA[q
A][(1 − q−m)−1]m
Remark 3.25. (1) The inverted 1 − q˙−m on the VarF seems to correspond to nothing on the
VolT -side; see Lemma 3.10 and Remark 3.11 for an explanation.
(2) We took KdfQ (VarF ){[V ]/[G
n
m] : V ∈ VarF , dim(V ) ≤ n}. The localization is by [Ga]/[Gm]
and [Gka − [1]k]/G
k
m, k = 1, 2, . . ..
Proof of Theorem 3.24. Let sp be the semiring congruence on K+volRV generated by ([1k]1 =
[RV>0]1), with the constant Γ-form 0 ∈ Γ. The restriction to K+volRV
bdd is denoted by the
same letter, as is the corresponding ideal of KQvolRV
bdd. (The proof of Lemma 8.20 never goes
out of the semi-bounded category.)
By [1] Theorem 8.29 ,
K+(volVF
bdd[n]) ∼= K+(volRV
bdd)/sp
Restricting to Γ-valued measures as in (8.5), we obtain an isomorphism
K+(volVF
bdd[∗]) ∼= K+(volRV
bdd[∗])/sp
If b = [1k]1 − [RV
>0]1, this induces a ring isomorphism
K(volVFbdd[∗]) ∼= K(volRVbdd)[∗]/b
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We take [Gm(k)]1 as the distinguished element of K(volRV
bdd)[1], and correspondingly
the class [U0] of the annulus U0 = {x : val(x) = 0 in K(VolT [1]); i.e. K
df (volRVbdd) =
Kdf[Gm(k)]1(volRV
bdd), Kdf(VolT ) = K
df
[U0]
(VolT ).
Let ξ = b[Gm(k)]1 . By Lemma 2.2 and 3.23,
(25) KdfQ (VolT ) = K
df
Q (volVF
bdd) ∼= K
df
Q (volRV
bdd
A )/ξ
Thus it suffices to find the canonical homomorphism on KdfQ (volRV
bdd
A )/ξ. This involves work
with RV alone. At this point we may assume A is divisible ; the homomorphism in the general
case can then be obtained by composing with the canonical homomorphism KdfQ (volRV
bdd
A )→
KdfQ (volRV
bdd
A ).
By Proposition 3.20,
(26) KdfQ (volRV
bdd) ≃ KdfQ (VarF )⊗K
df
Q (volΓ
bdd)
Under this isomorphism, ξ corresponds to
ξV F =
[1]k
[Gm(k)]
⊗1− 1⊗
[RV>0]1
q0
=
[1]k
[Gm(k)]
⊗1− 1⊗(θ − 1)
while q(ma0) corresponds under the composition of (25), (26) to qV F (ma0) = q
−m, and θ to
θV F . ‘
Hence by Proposition 3.15, using 1− q˙−1 = θV F−1,
KdfQ (VolT )[(1 − q
−m)−1, q˙−1]m=1,2,... ∼=
(27) KdfQ (VarF )⊗TA[q
A][θ, θ−1, (1− q(ma0))
−1, (1− (1 − θ−1)m)−1]m=1,2,.../ξV F
We can view the relation ξV F as defining 1⊗(θ−1) = (q˙−1)−1⊗1 where (q˙−1)−1 :=
[1]k
Gm(k)]
.
Then (27) becomes:
KdfQ (VarF )[(q˙ − 1)
−1, q˙−1, (1 − q˙−m)−1]m=1,2,...]⊗TA[q
A][(1 − q(ma0))
−1]m=1,2,...
As (q˙ − 1)−1 = q˙−1(1− q˙−1)−1, this term is redundant, so
KdfQ (VolT )[(1 − q
−m)−1, q˙−1]m=1,2,... ∼=
KdfQ (VarF )[q˙
−1, (1− q˙−m)−1]m=1,2,...]⊗TA[q
A][(1− q(ma0))
−1]m=1,2,...

So far, we always used [0Γ]1 as a dehomogenizing element. An alternative choice is [1k]1; it
goes along withM in K(VolT [1]) and [G>0] in K(volΓbdd). There appears to be a deep duality
transposing these choices. With the latter choice too one has an analogue of Theorem ??, of
which we indicate the beginning.
Let
Kdf
′
(volRVbdd) = K(volRVbdd[∗])df[1]1
Kdf
′
(VolT ) = K(VolT )[∗]
df
[M]
Kdf
′
(volΓbdd) = K(volΓbdd)df[RV >0]
Also let a′ = [Gm]1[1]1 ⊗1− 1⊗
[0]1
[RV >0] .
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Lemma 3.26.
K(volRVbddA [∗]/b)
df
[1]1
∼= Kdf
′
(VarF [∗])⊗K
df ′(volΓbdd[∗])/a′
Proof.
(28) Kdf
′
(VolT ) = K
df ′(volVFbdd) ∼= K(volRVbddA [∗]/b)
df
[1]1
In the ring K(volRVbddA [∗]/b), we have [1]1 = [RV
>0], so Lemma 2.1 applies.
As in Proposition 3.20, letting a be the ideal generated by [Gm]1⊗1− 1⊗[0]1, we have from
(22):
K(volRVbdd[∗]) ≃ K(VarF [∗])⊗K(volΓ
bdd[∗])/a
and so
K(volRVbdd[∗])/b ≃ K(VarF [∗])⊗K(volΓ
bdd[∗])/(a, b)
The statement of the lemma follows from Lemma 2.1.

If V is a definable subset of a variety over F and ω a definable volume form, call (V, ω) strictly
absolutely integrable if there exists (V ′, ω′) ∈ ObVolT and a definable bijection g : V → V ′ (up
to a smaller dimensional set), such that valg∗ω′ = valω. Define
∫
V
ω to be the image of
[(V ′, ω′)] under the homomorphism of Theorem 3.24. This clearly does not depend on the
choice of (V ′, ω′).
Let R be the target ring of Theorem 3.24, and
∫
the homomorphism. R admits a natural
decreasing Γ filtration:
FγR = K
df
Q (VarF )[q˙
−1, (1− q˙−m)−1]m=1,2,...]⊗TA[q
A
>γ
][(1− q(ma0))
−1]m=1,2,...
where A>γ = {c ∈ A : c > γ}.
Remark 3.27. Any (V, ω) admits a definable map c : V → Γ≥0, such that each fiber is strictly
absolutely integrable. Hence so is the inverse image of any bounded subset of Γ. Moreover
if Vγ = c
−1(γ), then for large γ
∫
Vγ
ω =
∑n
i=1 riPi(ι(βiγ))q
αiγ , with ri ∈ R, Pi ∈ Q[X ],
βi ∈ Q
m, αi ∈ Q. If all αi ≥ 0, and αi = 0 implies Pi is constant, we can call (V, ω) absolutely
integrable and define
∫
V
ω =
∑
αi=0
riPi. This does not depend on the choice of c, but it is not
clear if it is really more general than strict absolute integrability.
Remark 3.28. In [1] more general volume forms are considered. µbddΓ VF is equivalent to
the category of pairs (V, θ) with θ a bounded, bounded support section of the Γ-bundle
val∗
∧dim(V )
TV induced from the top form bundle via the valuation map. If (V, ω) ∈ VolF
then (V, valω) ∈ µbddΓ VF, but the converse need not be true.
It is possible to define an integral
∫
(V, θ) with values in KdfVolF . One can easily find
definable functions c : V → Γ such that with Vγ = c−1(γ), (Vγ , ω|Vγ) lies in the image of VolF .
Then define
∫
(V, θ) =
∫
γ∈Γ
∫
Vγ
ω|Vγ . The expression is well-defined.
However, the dimension- free Grothendieck ring KdfQ (µ
bdd
Γ VF) is not identical with K
df (VolF ).
For instance q has an square root in KdfQ (µ
bdd
Γ VF), namely d = [({0}, {
a0
2 )]/[{0}, 0]. We have
d2 = q, as opposed to the conditional square root d′ = q(a02 ) ∈ K
df (VolF ) which only satisfies
(d′)2 = qe(1/2). Equivalently, the idempotent e(1/2) has a nontrivial square root dd′ .
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4. Appendix
In this appendix we define the Iwahori Hecke algebra of SL2 over an algebraically closed
valued field. We continue to denote by F a valuation field with value group Γ, ring of integers
O and residue field F. We denote by Oγo ,O
γ
cl,A
γ the (classes of the) open ball, closed ball and
annulus of radius γ ∈ Γ. We also denote q = O0cl/O
0
o . In particular, A
0 = (q − 1)O0o . To ease
notation, we choose a section Γ→ F denoted by γ 7→ tγ . Note, however, that this is never used
in an essential way.
We denote by G the group SL2(F ), by B the subgroup of upper triangular matrices, by
N the subgroup of unipotent upper triangular matrices and by A the subgroup of diagonal
matrices. We will abuse notations and write G(O), G(F) etc. for the groups of points of the
corresponding algebraic groups. We have a residue map res : G(O)→ G(F). All integrals over
G will be taken with respect to the Haar form on G, which is
dg
(
a b
c d
)
=
1
a
da ∧ db ∧ dc
So, for example, the measure of the set of matrices such that val(a) = γa, val(b) = γb, val(c) =
γc is t
−γaAγaAγbAγc = A0AγbAγc .
In order that the convolution makes sense, the field of coefficients will be taken to be a field
E together with a ring homomorphism Kbdd(V olF )→ E. By Proposition 3.15, there is such a
field with nontrivial homomorphism.
Definition 4.1. A definable function from G(F ) to E is a function of the form f(g) =∑N
i=0 ciφi(g) where φi are definable functions from G(F ) to K(V arF ) and ci ∈ E. A de-
finable function is called bounded if there is γ ∈ Γ such that f(g) = 0 unless all entries of g
have valuation less than γ.
Definition 4.2. The convolution of two bounded definable functions f1, f2 from G(F ) to
K(V arF ) is the function f1 ∗ f2(g) =
∫
h∈G(F ) f1(gh
−1)f2(h)dh, which is easily seen to be
a bounded definable function. This definition extends to convolution of bounded definable
functions from G(F ) to E.
Remark 4.3. We can similarly define bounded definable functions from Γ to E and convolution
of them.
Definition 4.4. The Iwahori subgroup I ⊂ G(O) is the inverse image of B(F) under the map
res. As a vector space, the Iwahori Hecke algebra H is the E vector space of bounded definable
functions from G(F ) to E that are invariant under left and right multiplication by I. This is
an algebra where the multiplication is convolution of functions.
A special role will be played by the following H module:
Definition 4.5. Let M be the right H module consisting of bounded definable functions from
G(F ) to E that are invariant under the left multiplication by A(O)N(F ) and under the right
multiplication by I.
The proof of the following lemmas is standard:
Lemma 4.6. Let g =
(
x y
z w
)
and γ ∈ Γ be negative. Then
(1) g ∈ I
(
tγ 0
0 t−γ
)
I iff val(x) = γ, val(y) ≥ γ, val(z) > γ, val(w) ≥ γ.
(2) g ∈ I
(
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
I iff val(x) > γ, val(y) ≥ γ, val(z) > γ, val(w) = γ.
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(3) g ∈ I
(
0 tγ
t−γ 0
)
I iff val(x) > γ, val(y) = γ, val(z) > γ, val(w) > γ.
(4) g ∈ I
(
0 t−γ
tγ 0
)
I iff val(x) ≥ γ, val(y) ≥ γ, val(z) = γ, val(w) ≥ γ.
Lemma 4.7. Let g =
(
x y
z w
)
. Then
(1) If val(z) ≤ val(w) then g ∈ A(O)N
(
0 z−1
z 0
)
I.
(2) If val(z) > val(w) then g ∈ A(O)N
(
w−1 0
0 w
)
I.
For γ ∈ Γ let vγ , uγ , Sγ , S−γ be the characteristic functions of the following double cosets
A(O)N
(
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
Iq˙A(O)N
(
0 t−γ
tγ 0
)
Iq˙I
(
tγ 0
0 t−γ
)
Iq˙I
(
0 t−γ
tγ 0
)
I
respectively.
Proposition 4.8. Let γ < 0. Then
(1) v0S0 = A0O0oO
0
clv0
(2) v0Sγ = t
−γAγOγoO
γ
clv−γ +
∫
γ<δ≤−γ
t−γAγA−δOγouδ
(3) v0S−γ = A0O0oO
0
clvγ
(4) v0S
−
0 = A
0O0oO
0
clu0
(5) v0S
−
γ = t
−γAγO0oO
0
cluγ
(6) v0S
−
−γ = t
−γAγOγoO
γ
ou−γ +
∫
γ<δ<−γ
t−γAγA−δOγo vδ
(7) u0S
−
0 = A
0O0clO
0
clv0 +A
0A0O0clu0
Proof. We show 2. for example. We first find the coefficients of the vδ’s in the convolution. Note
that by I invariance, the coefficient of vδ in the convolution equals the value of the convolution
at the point
(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)
. This, in turn, equals to the measure of the set of elements g ∈ Sγ for
which there is h ∈ v0 such that gh =
(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)
. Suppose
(
x y
z w
)
∈ v0 and
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Sγ . If
their product is
(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)
then
(
x y
z w
)
=
(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)(
d −b
−c a
)
=
(
t−δd −t−δb
−tδc tδa
)
So val(tδa) = 0 and val(a) = γ, hence δ = −γ. The constraints are val(a) = γ, val(b), val(d) ≥
γ, val(c) > γ, so the coefficient is t−γAγOγoO
γ
cl. To compute the coefficient of uδ, we proceed
similarly. Suppose that the product is
(
0 t−δ
tδ 0
)
. Then
(
x y
z w
)
=
(
0 t−δ
tδ 0
)(
d −b
−c a
)
=
(
t−δc −t−δa
−tδd tδb
)
The conditions are val(a) = γ, val(b) ≥ γ, val(c) > γ, val(d) ≥ γ, val(tδd) > val(tδb) = 0.
This implies γ ≤ val(b) = −δ and val(d) > val(b). We should also have ad − bc = 1, hence
0 = val(ad − bc) ≥ min{val(ad), val(bc)} > γ − δ. Hence it is neccessary that γ < δ ≤ −γ.
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Under this assumption, the conditions are val(a) = γ, val(b) = −δ, val(c) > γ (since val(d) =
val( 1a +
bc
a ) ≥ min{−γ,−δ} > γ) and the coefficient is t
−γAγA−δOγo .

We make the following change of base:
eγ =
1
A−γ
v−γ fγ =
1
Aγ
uγ
for all γ and
Sγ = O
0
clO
0
oA
γRγ q˙S−γ = O
0
clO
0
oA
γR−γ q˙S
−
γ = O
0
clO
0
oA
γR−γ q˙S
−
−γ = O
0
oO
0
oA
γR−−γ
for γ < 0. R−0 is defined using the third equality and not the forth. we get
Corollary 4.9. Let γ < 0. Then
(1) e0R0 = e0
(2) e0Rγ = eγ +
∫
γ<δ≤−γ
q−1
q fδ
(3) e0R−γ = e−γ
(4) e0R
−
0 = f0
(5) e0R
−
γ = fγ
(6) e0R
−
−γ = f−γ +
∫
γ<δ<−γ
(q − 1)eδ
(7) f0R
−
0 = qe0 + (q − 1)f0
So the transformation h 7→ v0h from H to M is given by the following block matrix:

Id 0 X A
0 Id 0 0
0 0 Id 0
B Y 0 Id


where the blocks correspond to the partition R<, R≥, R
−
≤, R
−
> and e<, e≥, f≤, f>. Here, for
example, A is the transformation between two spaces with bases {Eγ}γ<0 and {E′γ}γ>0 which
equals
AEγ =
q − 1
q
∫
δ∈(0,−γ]
E′δ
This transformation is invertible iff Id−AB is invertible. Now,
(Id−AB)(Eγ) = E
′
γ −
(q − 1)2
q
∫
η∈(γ,0)
1Γ[γ,η)E
′
η
We look for inverse to Id−AB of the form
E′γ 7→ Eγ +
∫
δ∈(γ,0)
G(γ − δ)Eδ
The condition on G is that it satisfies
G(z)−
(q − 1)2
q
1Γ[z,0) −
(q − 1)2
q
∫
w∈(z,0)
G(z − w)1Γ[w,0) = 0
for every z < 0. The condition is the same for left and right inverse. There is such a function.∫
x∈(γ,0)
Oγ−x1[x,0) =
∫
x∈(γ,0)
∫
y∈[x,0)
Oγ−x =
1
q − 1
∫
y∈(γ,0)
∫
x∈(γ,y]
Aγ−x =
1
q − 1
∫
y∈(γ,0)
Oγ−ycl −O
0
cl =
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q
(q − 1)2
∫
y∈(γ,0)
Aγ−y −
q
q − 1
1(γ,0)O
0
0 =
q
(q − 1)2
(Oγo −O
0
cl)−
q
q − 1
1(γ,0)O
0
o =
= −
q
q − 1
1(γ,0)O
0
o −
q2
(q − 1)2
O0o +
q
(q − 1)2
Oγo
Similarly, ∫
x∈(γ,0)
Ox−γ1[x,0) =
1
q − 1
1(γ,0)O
0
o −
1
(q − 1)2
O0o +
q
(q − 1)2
O−γo
From which we see that
G(γ) =
q
q2 − 1
(
1
q
Oγo − qO
−γ
o
)
satisfies the equation.
It follows from the above discussion that M is a rank one free module over H. In particular,
H = EndH(M).
Corollary 4.10. There is an embedding Γ→ H, denoted by γ 7→ τγ such that
τγ(vδ) = vδ−γ τγ(uδ) = uδ−γ
Proof. Γ acts on A(O)N\G/I = {±1} ⋉ (X∗(A) ⊗ Γ) by translations, and hence acts on M .
The action is τγf(g) = f
((
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
g
)
. These transformations are endomorphisms (as left
translation commutes with right convolution) so for any γ there is an unique element τγ acting
as the translation. Finally,
(τγvδ)(g) = vδ
((
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
g
)
= 1
iff (
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
g ∈ A(O)N
(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)
I
iff
g ∈
(
tγ 0
0 t−γ
)
A(O)N
(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)
I = A(O)N
(
tγ 0
0 t−γ
)(
t−δ 0
0 tδ
)
= A(O)N
(
tγ−δ 0
0 tδ−γ
)
I
iff
vδ−γ(g) = 1

We have that
τγ(eδ) =
A−γ
A0
eδ+γ τγ(fδ) =
A−γ
A0
fδ−γ .
This map extends to an embedding of Fn(Γ) into H which is clearly an algebra homomor-
phism. Denote Tγ =
Aγ
A0
τγ . The Tγ act as translations on the eγ , fγ ’s: Tγeδ = eγ+δ, Tγfδ =
fδ−γ . We also have TγTδ = Tγ+δ.
Corollary 4.11. (R−0 )
2 = (q − 1)R−0 + qI.
Proof. by computing the action of both sides on v0. 
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We let M̂ be the set of (definable) functions from A(O)N\G/I that vanish on vγ , uγ for γ
negative enough. It is clear that M̂ is an H module but it is also a Ĥ module, where Ĥ is the
obvious completion of H. We define I :M → M̂ by
Iϕ(g) =
∫
N
ϕ(wng)dn
Where N =
{(
1 x
0 1
)}
is the unipotent upper triangular matrices and w =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
is the
nontrivial element of the Weyl group.
Lemma 4.12. I is a well defined homomorphism of H modules. We have
(1) I Tγ = T−γI
(2) I e0 = O0of0 +A
0
∫
(0,∞)
Tγe0.
(3) I f0 = O0cle0 +A
0
∫
[0,∞)
Tγf0
(4) I (e0 + f0) = (O0clT0 +A
0
∫
γ∈(0,∞)
Tγ)(e0 + f0)
Proof. (1) Denote Wγ =
(
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
. Then wWγ = W−γw and Wγ
(
1 x
0 1
)
W−γ =(
1 t−2γx
0 1
)
.
I τγf(g) =
∫
N
(τγf)(wng)dn =
∫
N
f(Wγwng)dn =
∫
N
f(wW−γnWγW−γg)dn =
The change of coordinates m =W−γnWγ satisfies dm =
A2γ
A0
dn
=
A−2γ
A0
∫
N
f(wmW−γg)dm =
A−2γ
A0
τ−γI f(g)
So
I Tγ =
Aγ
A0
I τγ =
AγA−2γ
A0A0
τ−γI = T−γI
(2) Let n =
(
1 x
0 1
)
. Then wn =
(
0 1
−1 −x
)
. To compute the coefficient of vγ , suppose
wn
(
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
=
(
0 tγ
−t−γ −xtγ
)
∈ ANI
Then −γ = val(t−γ) > val(xtγ) = 0. Hence γ < 0 and the measure of x’s that contribute is
A−γ . If, on the other hand,
wn
(
0 t−γ
−tγ 0
)
=
(
tγ 0
−xtγ −t−γ
)
∈ ANI
Then val(xtγ) > val(t−γ) = 0, hence γ = 0 and the measure of x’s that contributes is O0o.
Hence I (v0) = O0ou0 +
∫
(−∞,0)
A−γvγ , so I e0 = O0of0 +A
0
∫
(0,∞)
Tγe0.
(3) Similarly, assume
wn
(
t−γ 0
0 tγ
)
=
(
0 tγ
−t−γ −xtγ
)
∈ ANwI
Then 0 = val(t−γ) ≤ val(xtγ), so γ = 0 and the measure of x’s is O0cl. If, on the other hand,
wn
(
0 t−γ
−tγ 0
)
=
(
tγ 0
−xtγ −t−γ
)
∈ ANwI
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Then 0 = val(xtγ) ≤ val(t−γ) = −γ, so γ ≤ 0 and the measure of x’s is A−γ . Hence
I u0 = O0clv0 +
∫
(−∞,0]A
−γuγ . This implies that I f0 = O0cle0 + A
0
∫
[0,∞) Tγf0. (4) follows
from (2) and (3). 
Note that I does not preserve M . However, we claim that the operator Jb = (1 − Tb)I
preserves M for every b ∈ Γ. Take for example b > 0. By computing the action on e0 we see
that
Jb = Oo(1− Tb)R
−
0 +A
0
∫
(0,b]
Tγ .
Fix a ∈ Γ and let b > 0 be smaller in absolute value. Using JbTa = T−aJb and the last
equality we get
(1 − Tb)O
0
oR
−
0 Ta +A
0
∫
(a,a+b]
Tγ = (1 − Tb)O
0
oT−aR
−
0 +A
0
∫
(−a,−a+b]
Tγ
and so if a > 0,
(1− Tb)Oo(R
−
0 T
−
a − T−aR
−
0 ) = A
0(
∫
(−a,−a+b]
Tγ −
∫
(a,a+b]
Tγ) = (1− Tb)A
0
∫
(−a,a]
Tγ
and if a < 0,
(1− Tb)Oo(R
−
0 T
−
a − T−aR
−
0 ) = −(1− Tb)A
0
∫
(a,−a]
Tγ
Lemma 4.13. The element 1− Tb does not annihilate non zero elements of H.
Proof. Suppose X ∈ H is non zero. We can view X as a definable function from {±1}⋉Γ to E.
The support of X is a definable set, hence there is a supremum γ for it. Let ǫ ∈ Γ be positive
and smaller than b such that X(γ−ǫ) 6= 0. Then (1−Tb)X(γ+b−ǫ) 6= 0, so (1−Tb)X 6= 0. 
Corollary 4.14. (Bernstein’s presentation) Every element in H is of the form
∫
Γ f1(γ)Tγ +∫
Γ fw(γ)TγR
−
0 . Multiplication is defined by being Γ-additive and the relations
R−0 Ta = T−aR
−
0 + (q − 1)
∫
(−a,a]
Tγ
and
(R−0 − q)(R
−
0 + 1) = 0
Proposition 4.15. The center of H consists of all elements of the form
∫
Γ
f(γ)(Tγ + T−γ).
Proof. Denote by L the algebra (or space) generated by the Tγ+T−γ . Clearly, L is contained in
the center. On the other hand, every element in H can be uniquely written as a combination of
elements of the form Tγ +T−γ , Tγ −T−γ , (Tγ +T−γ)R
−
0 , (Tγ −Tγ)R
−
0 (note that Tγe0 = eγ and
R−0 e0 = f0). Every one of those subspaces is L invariant and they are linearly independent. 
Corollary 4.16. The algebra H is finite over its center.
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